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The rites of autumn

I

AUGUST

t' s an exercise undertaken by young people in thousands of homes across the country: packing up for the coming academic year.

1998

PUB L I SHE D F OR THE AL UMN I AN D F R IEND S OF S AN TA CL A RA U N I VER SIT Y

And, as students organize their possessions and parents brace for the emptiness their children's departures create, universities

Thinking on Their Feet

prepare for incoming freshmen and upperclassmen.

8

Jry Yegan McLane . A renowned choreographer coache s
Building maintenance and grounds keeping can become routine tasks on many campuses. But friends and visitors tell us that

SCU d ance students to craft bold, new expressions.

Santa Clara flower beds, lawns, and trees are particularly well- groomed in any given month. During the summer, building exteriors

Married in the Mission I
and interiors are cleaned and preened for the onset of the academic year, and staff and faculty, many refreshed by summer travels,
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By Tegan McLan e. Alumni rem e mber re turning to
SCU for the mo st precious - and sometimes the

settle in for the upcoming months. The air, spiced by flowering bushes and trees, takes on a crisp fed and autumn, with its brilliant

most traumatic- days of th eir lives.

hues, edges its way into our lives.

The Good Death
Concurrent with this change in seasons, Santa Clara University officially welcomes its 147th freshman class. The magazine staff
also greets the newest additions to our mailing list. To the Class of1998, we invite you to send us news of your life's passages. To the

2 0

Jry Connie Hincklry. Can physi cian -assisted suicide
provide d e ath with dign i ty as Oregon vo ters think?

Part ofthe Mission Church heritage,
Cin rfy (Lund) '69, Lea Steidlm'!Yer '67,

Class of 1999, we intend the magazine to serve as an introduction to your entry next year to the ranks of alumni. And to the parents

andweddingpar9>.]une 17, 1969

Let Them Eat Windows

26

By Susan Vogel. An SCU symposium takes a clos e
of the Class of 2002, we hope to keep you informed through campus news and issue-oriented pieces in the coming months.

jOANNE SANFILI P PO '66

look at Microsoft , which grew from a little co m-

Di rector of Universiry Ma rket ing
and Communications

As we embark on a new academic year, we anticipate all of our readers will continue to use the magazine to keep an eye on the

p a ny that could to an e ngine geared
ANN G R ANNING B ENNETT

to outdistance

Senior Editor

University. Your comments- by e-mail, fax, or snail mail- are most welcome.

competitors .

C HRI STINE SPIEL BER GER ' 69

Assistant Editor
BRYAN PET E RSON

Peterson &.: Company
Art Directo r, Designer

Ann Granning Bennett

Choreographer Bill T. Jones'
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I. Snail
Illogical internment

I

was appalled at the logic (or the
lack thereof) in the letter to you
from Patrick E. MarshallJD '74

["Letters," Winter 1998]. He suggests

that the imprisonment of japanese
citizens and residents of the United
States during World War II was for
their own good, to protect them because
theywere "different." Nonsense!
Nothing could be farther from the
truth. The fact is that they were interned
ostensibly to protect us from them.
It was and still is one of the blackest blots

Mail, E-mail & Fax I
frailty of our religion, of those who

"(The Alumni Association's) rationale

of those of Korean descent during
the 1950s and all of those of Vietnamese background during the conflict
there. No, the truth is that there was no
excuse for doing what we did. It was
done in a moment of hysteria and cannot be justified by hindsight, no matter
how clear.
SID BERLIN JD '52

Calistoga, Calif.

buildings: truth, truth in all its time-

God-given sexual orientation .

less splendor.

thing. Jim Fanvell showed me how

age the restoration of what [was] very

much we all can accomplish through

important, even preciou s, about a Santa

dedication, preparation, and inspi-

realize that those who preach and care

chapter. We have our own issues we

for their flock are just human and

like to discuss . We are very interested

Clara education." That rests with the

ration . By doing o u r best, we lift those

in most cases have their flock at heart.

that potential incoming students

faculty, not the incidentals.

around us . All of us who rowed for

It's too bad that pomp and circum-

know that Santa C l ara not only does

stance overshadow many of the needs

not discriminate on the basis of sexual

of the flock .

orientation, but that it is a safe and

I don't know who has put press u re

welcoming place to go to college. I

on the network to cancel the series,

mentioned the higher rates of suicide

but it's really too bad to lose such a

among gay and lesbian teenagers,

GREAT program with some real

and that role-modeling and mentor-

thought-provoking themes. What a way

ing would be a huge benefit to those

to teach . It's the flock who loses .

students who define themselves as other

L.

than heterosexual. And we do like to
BAUER '49

socialize among our own for the same
reasons as do (ethnic) m inorities."
Alumni President John Mcinerny
'49 JD '54 dismissed the issue without

Chapter exclusion

letting representatives vote at the Spring
1997 Alumni Board meeting. So, as

It was with some consternation that I

it is, we march behind an "unofficial"

read ["Alumni News," Winter 1998]

SCU banner at Pride marches in San

that yet another alumni chapter was

Francisco and SanJose . But I am feel -

formed (in London) . The reason for

ing much less pro u d of my alma

my reaction is that for the last few

mater these days. The affection I once

years, a group of gay and lesbian SCU

had for Santa Clara University has

alumni has been trying diligently to

turned to a smoldering anger over its

get o u r own chapter. But we have been

persistent stance against recognizing

met with such specious arguments as:

and celebrating the reality of its gay and

'We have enough chapters alr eady," "It

lesbian students and alumni. We are

would be divisive," and 'We don't want
any special chapters."

asked to stay in the closet , and that is not
a healthy place to be .

In response, I wrote in a January
1996 letter to Alumni Association

The flock vox

I cJ

I am considering returning my
1995 Ignatian Award . If the panel had

Executive Director Jerry Kerr '61:

(

known beforehand that I was openly

J I I I< [~

I \ l J I I\ c;

Thank you for printing the article on

Truth and Thomism

PETER

The following appeared on the front

L.

Jim were fortunate to h ave been part

RAPKOCH '53

of his crew family .

Lewistown, Mont.

LAURENCE WAGNER '74

page of the Winter 1997-98 newsletter

Northl'idge, Calif.

of St. Thomas Aquinas College: "In the
late 196os, the leading U .S . Catholic

A legacy of character

colleges and universities implemented
It was very sad to read of Jim Farwell's

Statement,' which declared that to per-

passing ["Romancing the Water ,"

form its teaching function effectively a

Spring 1998]. I rowed for him in 1970-

"Romancing the Water" [Spring 1998],

Catholic college must be autonomous

7 4. His dedication amazed us; he

the story of SCU's crew tradition,

and free from any outside influence,

frequently brought his wife and children

was a fine piece of vintage Santa Clara.

whether lay or clerical." The newsletter

with him in the launch.

What is captured is the leader ship,

then states: "That statement was a decla -

I met Jay when he was no taller than
a rigger, and Jay can be very proud of

ing Church."

the courage and spiritJim inspired in

tradition. Our daughter Monica

us . He gave me, a scrawny 6-foot 145-

participated in crew her freshman year

pounder , the chance to row. I did not

- I was proud of her early- morning

A reasonable conclusion.
As a "leading U .S . Catholic uni -

let him down, earning seats in heavy-

efforts . During the years that I

to and join in the "Land O'Lakes

weight eigh ts and fours and lightweight

attended Santa C lara, Jim Far well was

Statement"?

eights and fours . My success and hard

certainly among those to know on

I join Orr Kelly '48 ["Letters,"

work in seat races and the weight room

campus. Jim had a special smile, spirit,

Winter 1998] in his concern about how

vindicatedJim's decision and, in turn,

and zest for life that continued in his

"to recapture the uniqueness that the

inspired others to do their best. Jim

military career .

Thomistic philosophy [and theology]

loved to point me out to others and say,

gave to Jesuit education."
I do hasten to add that "some oth er

"That guy is built like a stick. Can't you

Vietnam, Santa Clara trained its best
as military officers in the ROTC pro -

he later let on that my technical skill was

gram not to simply support a war but

and revised Thomism," as Kelly men-

tops on the team, and ergometer tests

with the full reality and expectation that

tions, is not the solution. The great-

proved th at no one on the team gener-

the war would take many of its gradu-

ness of Catholic education rested firmly

ated more horsepower per pound.

ates. Santa Clara develops independent

school of philosophy, a modernized

on Thomistic philosophy and tradi-

My sophomore year I roomed with a

thinkers, leaders, and those who

tional Catholic religion, which both he

lackadaisical h eavyweight who resented

push the limits . Santa Clara is tradition

and I and many others received at

my spot in the boat. Again, Jim gave

anchored in a sense of pride and

Santa Clara. We -Wester n civilization

someone a second chance and allowed

community service. I'm sure Jim is

- must return to that.

Jerry Machado '75 to discover all he

proud that his son has followed in that

could be. J erry took it to the next level.

tradition of service and commitment

The following year, he became team

to Santa C lara .

captain, national champion in the pair,

job detailing why we need such

Clara, CA 95053-1505; fax 408-554-5464; e-mail <agbennett@mailer.scu.edu>. We

with a beautiful campus and beautiful

programs. The series points out the

may edit letters for style, clarity, civility, and length.

and irrelevant buildings and facilities.

We must replace our bedazzlement

jOHN ZENT '68

Whom are we trying to impress? We
1998

During those unfortunate years of

out-pull him?" It was Jim's private joke;

correspondence to the senior editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa

MAC AZ I NE/SU11MER

and the Bronco sp irit and sense of

versity ," does Santa Clara subscribe

1998]. I think the author did a great

CLARA

willingness to challenge th e unknown,

ration of independence from the teach-

We welcome letters in response to articles. Please limit copy to two hundred words. Address

SANTA

Another Farwell fan

what was known as the 'Land O'Lakes

the TV series Nothing Sacred [Winter

2

As I take on new projects in my
career, I am confident I can do any -

I join Kelly in his effort to "encourSan Rafael, Calif.

If we were to follow Marshall's logic,

perhaps we should have imprisoned all

in England.

ty" I may have contributed, but by my

DOUGLAS M. FRYE ' 79 , MD

never live down.

majority perceives as 'different' ... ,"

and rowed in the Henley Regatta

rationale for a gay/l esbian/bisexual

Lakehead, Calif.

to those " ... that the prevailing ethnic

must return to the substance of what
was first on that campus, in those

for ethnic chapters perfectly fits the

jurisprudence ... one that we may

ancestry as well? Or, if we do that only

gay, I wo n der if I woul d have been

have to follow its dictates. We have to

RICHARD

camps with those of German and Italian

Snail Mail, E-mail & Fax I

judged not by any "service to humani -

preach it, and more so, of those who

on the face of American history and

wouldn't we have filled concentration

I

Mo,.gan Hill, Calif.
SANTA

CLARA

i\·tAGAZINE / SUJ\·lMER
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Mission Matters I

Yaho·of says SCU 1s flipping the right switches

S

anta Clara University is one of

service and voice mail, cable tele-

not mean that SCU has achieved all

"America's roo Most Wired

vision , computers, laser printers,

that it would like to with regard to

Colleges," according to Yahoo!

24-hour access to e-mail and the

technology. "It's certainly gratifying

Internet, as well as OSCAR, the

to have been recognized as one of

online University libra ry catalog.

the top 'wired' universities," said

Internet Life magazine.
The publication' s 1998 annual
survey of more tha n 400 colleges

Kesten. "Our Yahoo! ranking is

and universities ranked Santa Clara

good evidence that we've been doing

47th based on the University's
campus-wide computer networks,

the right things in terms of tech-

e-mail accounts , and computer

ition, though, technology involves

nology on campus. Almost by defin-

lab facilities.

change, which means that we must

University President Paul Loc-

continually work to keep ourselves

atelli, S .J., said the ranking "vali-

Mission Matters I

Like the soldiers they were com-

Science, who accompanied the

memorating, Santa Clara's ROTC

heavy co-ed team that placed

cadets were happy to finish this

third: "Just having all our team

march alive. The 25-mile Bataan

members finish the march was

Death March is an annual mem-

a major accomplishment; placing

orial to the World War II

third was simply icing on the
cake. The march was a great

American and Filipino soldiers
who were forced to march more

personnel cadre and cadets-

sent 22 people to the competition

than 50 grueling miles to prison

including five women- finished

this year, which drew 2,000 mili-

University cadets to experience

camp after surrendering to

the march.

tary and civilian participants from

some history, push themselves

about nine countries. Fifteen

to the limit, and to work as a

Two types of teams from SCU

Japanese forces in the

opportunity for Santa Clara

Philippines. SCU cadets finished

competed: "Heavy co-ed" carried

survivors from the 1942 march

cohesive team. To their credit,

third in this year's march, held in

at least 35 pounds of equipment,

were in attendance; one of them

they excelled in all these things.

April at White Sands Missile Range,

and "light co-ed" marched with

marched and finished.

Their hard work and months of

N. Mex. Of the three teams com-

only water and minimal gear

peting from SCU, all Regular Army

[approximately 10 pounds] . SCU

Said Capt. Jordan Chroman
from SCU's Department of Military

training paid off, and I am very,
very proud of all of them."

on the cutting edge, especially given

dates our ongoing strategic goal to

our location in Silicon Valley. The

excel in the use of technology

University' s leadership has a strong,

and information resources - thus

evolving, long-term plan for our

provides a great opportunity for

technology resources, so I'm confi-

family business participants to net-

In addition, SCU has improved the
number and quality of computers

Alumni legacy #1 in class

based on academic record, a social

dent that this success is just the first

work with others facing similar

LmasJimenez, a sociology major

a notable public presence, and the

of many!"

challenges and issues," said Larry

with a 3.84 GPA, was named valedic-

respect of peers. Jimenez served as

available to students throughout

Robertson , managing partner

torian of SCU's Class of1998. Son

president of the Anthropology/

campus and developed a substantial

of the University's Executive Devel-

of Francisco Jimenez, chairman of

Sociology Club, a student leader

opment Center. "The interaction

the University's Modern Languages

with SCU's Markkula Center for

of participants is the essence of

and Literatures Department, Tomas

Applied Ethics, and a volunteer with

the Forum."

is the fifth member of his immediate

the school's Eastside Project and

advancing the educational mission
of the University."
Jim Scanlon, SCU director of
information technology , said
the University "works diligently to
enhance educational quality through

presence on the World Wide Web ,
Scanlon said.

the use of computing and communications technology." He noted that

According to Phil Kesten, chair

over the past four years SCU has

of both the Physics Department and

Winning the family way
How's this for success? Of the
nine Silicon Valley Family Business

"The SCU Family Business Forum

Forum award recipients include

life marked by maturity, self-confidence, exemplary ethical behavior,

family to receive a bachelor's degree

the Santa Clara Community Action

from the University. Others include

Program . For the past three years
he was employed as a student

wired all its residence halls, provid-

the faculty/staff Technology Steering

of the Year Award winners , seven

Joseph George Distributor (George

ing students with private telephone

Committee , the Yahoo! ranking does

are members of SCU's Family Business Forum.

family), Le Boulanger (Brunello

his father Francisco '66, his mother

family) , M .E . Fox & Company (Fox

Laura ' 67, and brothers Francisco

equipment manager for the San

family), Race Street Foods (Barsanti

'93 and Miguel '95·
A native of Santa

Francisco 49ers.

The 1998 awards were presented

Issues in Ethics, the quarterly newsletter

at an April 9 Family Business Forum

and Riparbelli families), RGS

Dinner at the SanJose Fairmont

Industries (Caballero family),
Sobrato Development Co. (So-

Clara, Jimenez will
enter a PhD pro-

and SCU's Family Business Forum ,

brato family), and Southern Lumber

gram in sociology at

which is a management tool to help

Co. (Pohle family). Winners were

Harvard University

Hotel, hosted by

of the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
at SCU, won a silver Circle of Excellence

The Business Journal

award in April from the Council for the

family businesses establish strategies

profiled in a special April supple-

in the fall where he

Advancement and Support of Education (CASE] .

and techniques to enhance their

ment to

The Business journal.

plans to gain the cre-

CASE, a national organization of university development, alumni relations, and com-

performance .

munications professionals, selected seven winners from 62 entries in the external newsletters

Judges chose honorees on the

dentials to follow in
his father's path as a
college professor.

category . Winning the gold were Duke University Medical Center and University of

basis of proven business success, pos-

the Spring 1998 issue of Santa Clara

Massachusetts-Amherst. Other silver winners were Kansas State University and Smith

itive family linkage, contributions to

Magazine. For more information on

industry and community, and inno-

the Forum, call 408-554-4681 or
e-mail <lrobertson@mailer.scu.edu>.

College . Princeton University and SUNY-Buffalo took the bronze .

vative business practices and strategies.
4

SCU's Family Business For um
was the subject of a feature article in
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The valedictorian
was selected by a
University committee
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University Loses Beloved Teacher/Administrator

Increasing the pool in
science and engineering

W

henJohn B. Drahmann-

good undergraduate education, " he

physicist, educator, and peo-

would tell them, " it means that you

A

ple-lover- died on August 5, 1998, at

have learned to communicate well , to

engineering scholars from the Latino

age 78 after a long battle with cancer,

think analytically, to appreciate the

the University community lost one of

complexity of things, to interact with

its staunchest friends and advocates.

people, and to have developed a sense

Drahmann joined the Santa Clara

of history. The education our students

faculty in 1954 and designed the

get is the intellectual baggage they

physics major. He served as chair of

carry with them for the rest of their

the department for I4 years and as

lives. It gives them the tools they need,

Dean of the College of Sciences for

no matter what they do. And students

I2 more. In 1983 he became coordi-

can get these tools in any major, if

nator of the Combined Sciences pro-

they enjoy what they are studying."

gram , and in more recent years served

Among his pet projects was devel-

as advisor to both Pre-Health and

opment of the University's Combined

Combined Science majors. In April

Sciences major. A true interdisciplinary

1992 he received the President's Recognition Award .

new generation of science and

community, recruited from schools
throughout Santa Clara Valley, got an
in-depth look at the field for five
weeks this summer at SCU.
The Silicon Valley Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Institute, serving
25 to 30 Latino high school students
(mostly juniors), made its debut
June 29. During the project, students
attended physics and calculus classes
taught by Latino graduate and
undergraduate students selected

program of study, the major is designed for students who

After he officially retired in 1997 with the rank of

want to include both natural and social sciences in their

Professor Emeritus, he still spent several hours a day in

undergraduate program. One of its first graduates, Mary

his campus office despite his struggle with cancer.

Cochran Wolk ' 76, MD, remembers Drahmann as "an

A scientist by training (he held a PhD in physics from
St. Louis University), Drahmann was first and foremost a

In Memoriam:
Frank Schneider
Frank Schneider, a former administrator

people person. He loved students, working with them on

psychologist instead of a physics professor, but instead he

who served under six SCU presidents begin-

everything from clarifying their choice of major to coping

turned out to be a perfect amalgamation of the two."

ning in 1935, died Apri123, 199B, in Los

with personal problems. Dean Peter Faciane, who established the John B. Drahmann Advising Award to recog-

The University has established aJohn B. Drahmann
Memorial Scholarship Fund for Combined Sciences

nize extraordinary faculty dedication to students' welfare,
recalls the man as warm and conscientious. According to

Majors in his memory.
A passionate I2 - handicap golfer who took golf only

Gatos, Calif., after a long illness. A native of
Johnstown, Pa., Schneider moved to San
Gabriel, Calif., as a youngster, going on to
earn a bachelor's degree from Loyola

Faciane, "He always worked in the best interests of his

slightly less seriously than his job, Drahmann also had a

University in Los Angeles in 1933. He began

students, and reveled in his 'undeclareds' -both the

special place in his heart for student athletes. Athletic

his service at SCU as secretary to University

absolutely undeclared and the partially undeclared -

Director Carroll Williams says that "the guidance he pro-

President Louis C. Rudolph, S.J., then worked

often referring to himself as unofficial chairman of the

vided to our student athletes cannot be measured. In the

for Charles J. Walsh, S.J., before joining the

Undeclared Department."
Former student Fr. Dennis Smolarski '69, now a
member of the SCU mathematics faculty, cites Drahmann
as a role model for dealing with students. "He was mas-

35 years that I knew him, he probably was the one person

U.S. Marine Corps in 1943. After leaving mili-

who has related most closely to our students. He was a

tary service in 1946, Schneider returned to

man for all seasons, a true friend of Santa Clara."
Drahmann is survived by his wife Jean, three daugh -

SCU to assist University President William C.
Gianera, S.J., then Herman J. Hauck, S.J., in

terful in his ability to work with students undecided in

ters, two sons, one of whom is SCU alumnus David

1951, Patrick A. Donohoe, S.J., in 1958, and

their majors, even if it took several years."

Drahmann '82, and three grandchildren.

finally Thomas D. Terry, S.J., in 1968.

Drahmann' s ability to put people at ease was

While Drahmann's impact on the University commu-

renowned. Thousands of SCU parents can attest to his

nity began only a short 44 years ago, his legacy as a wise

In addition to serving as presidential
assistant, Schneider in 1948 was also put in

skill during freshman orientation in helping them cope

and caring faculty member and administrator will be

charge of the University's Co-op store (also

with separation anxiety. His popular session on "The

passed on to many Santa Clara generations to come.

known as the Bronco Corral) . He quickly

Realities of Academic Life" reassured them that there was
nothing wrong with their children if they had no specific
major in mind upon enrolling at SCU. "When you have a

brought many improvements, according to

A memo1'ial service Jo,. D,-. Drahmann will be held in the fall once the
Unive1'si!J is in session.

the Sept. 16, 1948, issue of The Santa Clara:
"The interior of the store is now bright red

The institute is a new endeavor of

with enlarged

exemplary educator with an understanding ear. He was so
interested in his students. He probably should have been a

from throughout the nation.

and ivory,

glass show-

SCU' s Office of College Special

cases and a

Programs in the College of Arts and

large version

Sciences. And as its new director,

of the Santa

David Sul, sees it, the program "is a

Clara Bronco.

true pipeline approach addressing

Even the five-

the problem of under-representa-

cent cup of

tion of Latinos in science and engi-

coffee , last

neering careers."
Established with a $34,000 grant

year's most popular Co-op item, has been

from the Sun Microsystems Foun-

ameliorated. A mixture of half cream and half
milk will replace canned milk in the counter

dation and in partnership with the

pitchers." Assisting Schneider in his Co-op

national Center for the Advance-

duties were, among others, his wife, Patricia,

ment of Hispanics in Science and

and Becky Villarreal (honorary '56), who

Engineering Education ( CAHSEE)
Foundation, the institute aims to

became a lifelong friend of the Schneiders.

increase the number of Latinos in

In 1960, Schneider assumed duties
as the University's director of financial aid.

the science and engineering fields

He served in that capacity until his retire-

by creating a pool of university

ment in 1974.

applicants in major cities.
In addition to SCU's institute,

A memorial mass for Schneider and his
wife, who preceded him in death in 1996,

CAHSEE is involved in joint efforts

was held May 14 in the Jesuits' chapel in

at George Washington University,

Nobili Hall. Frank and Pat Schneider were

City University of New York, and

members of SCU's Bergin Legacy Society, a

the University of Illinois at Chicago.

group of benefactors who have included

Thus, each summer roo to I20

the University in their estate planning.

Latino students can become part of
the university feeder pool nationwide.
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hen modern dance choreographer Bill T. Jones - arguably one of
America's best and most controversial dance artists - visited the

Ill <Ill
•

Santa Clara Unive r sity campus this spring, brains got as much of a
workout as did bodies.
In addition to teaching dance classes and workshops, Jones' week-long
residency included talks for classes on "Faith, Justice, and Poverty,"
"Social Problems in the United States," and "History and Ethnicity of the
Silicon Valley."
Organized by SCU Director of Dance David Popalisky and funded in part by
the James Irvine Foundation's Leaders for a Just World grant to SCU , Jones'
residency grew out of his 1996 appearance as a guest speaker during the U niversity' s Institute on Justice and the Arts . SCU professors were eager to have
Jones speak to classes about perceived identity, since
the dancer ' s own identity as a black, gay man who is
HIV-positive has figured prominently in his works,
such as "Still/ Here" and "Last Supper/ Promised Land."
Jones grew up the son of migrant workers and was raised in a Christian family . He and partner Arnie Zane, who was white and Jewish, brought their real-life intimacy to their duets,
using dance to demonstrate genuine love. Since Zane's death from AIDS in 1988, Jones has
continued to create work that aims to inspire tolerance and understanding.

"As an artist , Bill T. Jones is passionate about different things at different times and follows those passions, putting them into his work, asking questions of himself and the world he

modem-dance
legend pushes the
envelope with
SCU performers.
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In his week-long
campus resideng,
choreographer Bill T
Jones challenged
students' bodies
and minds.

Festival and air on the BBC; a dance called "Nowhere But

admits that Jones can be "somewhat intimidating when he

Here," commissioned by Diversions Dance Company of

raises his voice. If you miss a beat or a breath, he's going to

Wales and set to Stravinsky's Symphony in Three Move-

say something to you."

ments; and one that will be performed to the accompani-

"He really brought our students into a place that was

ment of a classic Greek chorus reciting passages from

new to some of them. No question, they were pushed. Bill

Euripides' Bacchae .

made it very clear what he wanted, and he made it very clear

Actors, singers, and musicians were recruited in
advance. "He really mined the resources of our music
department," Silberman observed.

if they were not doing it right," Silberman said.
Even Jones' comments on seemingly basic rules- such
as to be focused and wear proper dance attire- were seen as

For the performance of "Lieder," Jones worked with

valuable. "It's always wonderful for an outsider to reinforce

Nancy Wait Kromm, SCU associate professor of music and

things that get lost in the shuffle when they hear it from the

director of the voice program, and her husband, Leroy

same teacher over and over," Popalisky said.

Kromm,

pianist and director of

One of the toughest assignments

choral activities.

for the group was to move across the

As classical musicians, the couple

stage as one unit, very, very slowly,

usually performs music "as written,"

serving as a "lava-like" human back-

but Jones, known for bending rules,

drop for the Schubert piece.

asked them to improvise the final sec-

"It seemed like a crazy task to take

Engaging the

tion, while he moved and spoke

on," Long recalled. Jones had the

extemporaneously. In his remarks,
Jones told oflearning about the death
of the friend who had introduced him

class try it for three minutes. "Can
you do it for 20 minutes?" he chal-

] esuit tradition

lenged. They said "yes." He assigned

to Schubert's works. As Jones spoke,

them to do it for half an hour during

ofinquiry

Wait Kromm sang.
"I just happened to be at the part

lives in," said Popalisky. "College is often a place where kids

yourself when you do your art or

don't yet know who they are and what they want to do, and

finding yourself?"

they can become bogged down. Here is someone who not

"He made everyone think,

only has a message to convey that is relevant - beyond the

and that is good. The Jesuit tra-

dance population- but the ability to convey it as well."

dition of inquiry was really

According to Popalisky, Jones' message, if it could be
reduced to just two words, is "be alert. As an artist and a

engaged here," Silberman said.
Ironically, at this point in

person, one needs to cultivate a state of alertness and be

his career Jones is moving away

ready to move into action when it's time."

from choreography rooted in

From his opening lecture, when he woke up a dozing
student at the back of the hall, announced that he would

Barre is requisite before
floor exercises and
dance composition can
begin. From left, students
Erwin Bennett, CaroJyn
Valencia, Nikki Long,
and Khai Tran .

race, sexual preference, or HIV
status and toward what he hopes is a more "universal voice.

not tolerate anyone sleeping in his class, and proceeded to

The work I'm doing now is more conventional. It's intense-

engage the student in a dialogue, Jones impressed Carolyn

ly movement-related," and less issue-related, he said .

the public performance that night.
Long said Jones instructed them to

of the text that reads, 'We extend

think about every breath and blink

beyond times and place.' It was chill-

sparingly, to be in an almost medita-

ing. I was in tears, as was my husband

tive state so that neither the audience

and Jones. During the curtain call,

nor Jones, dancing in and around

Bill whispered to me, 'What happened

them, would be a distraction.

at the end?' It was one of those

"It sounds like a bad dream, but it

moments where art became personal

was actually soothing . By the time we

and universal."

got to the end, we didn't want to

Jones initially had planned to work

leave," Long said. Classmates in the

with eight student dancers who, he

audience later told her the movement

explained, would be selected by audi-

was similar to watching a time-lapse

tion on the first day of the residency.

video of a plant growing. Stare at it,

Selection would be based more on

and you see nothing change; look

their ability to learn quickly and their

away and back again, and you see the

eagerness and commitment to the pro-

difference.

ject than for their extensive experience or a certain "look."
Twenty tried out. He chose IO and ultimately added a

What did the dancers think after the week's workout,
once they had time to look away and back again?

"If Bill T. Jones can do it, somebody else can do it,

persistent nth dancer.
The group worked six grueling hours a day with Jones
and his company's rehearsal director, Janet Wong.

too," Long said.
Nastari agreed: "He is like anybody else. He's just

Jones was, by all accounts, an intense teacher.

worked really hard . But anybody could [get] there if they

for new work, as well as a stack of commissions from other

"You felt like you really needed to be paying attention.

work hard. I don't feel like there's an abyss between me and

companies, he is reluctant to take time off from choreo-

He's very demanding, and we were learning tons of new

on audience members at every session. During a lecture on

graphing. "I like to do residencies, but they have to in some

material. I pushed myself very hard, and I was extremely

his recent works, for example, he asked them what they do

way serve my process," he said.

Silberman, SCU dance lecturer, as being "disarmingly
honest- at times brutally honest."
Jones also made a habit of springing difficult questions

With his own company ofiO dancers dependent on him

exhausted mentally and physically by the end of the week,"

So he brought with him to Santa Clara several works in

said Nicole Nastari 'g8. "I did enjoy their classes . (Jones

Another time, Jones asked a question that dance stu-

progress: a piece titled "Lieder" to one of Franz Schubert's

and Wong] went slow and really explained things and did [a

dent Nikki Long 'oo says stumped her: "Are you losing

songs, "Sie mir gegrusst," to debut at the 1999 Salzburg

move] again and again till everybody got it . " But N astari

in their lives "that is not utilitarian, without objective?"
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Bill T. Jones."

A San Jose-based freelancer, Tegan M. McLane frequentjy writes on dance
and theater. She is director of the Theater as Digital Activi!J division at San
Jose Children's Musical Theater and author of that organization's first original musical, PULSE: The Rhythm of Life.
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Song at

the Holy, Hot

.t

a

For most students, the Mission Church not onJy is the dominant architectural element on the SCU campus but also the ~mbol
that represents the heart of the Universi!J. Perhaps that's w':J - apart from its beau!J and the palpable presence of God- so
mar:ry SCU couples have chosen to be married in their alma mater's Mission Church.
Today the Mission averages 150 weddings a year and accom-

Another Mission wedding of this vintage was the June

modates as many as four ceremonies on Saturdays, three on

1934 nuptials of Vivian McCauley and Harry Boivin '25 JD

Sundays. Its use as a wedding site dates back to 1778, a year

'26. They were the first couple married in the Mission by

after it was founded, and continued through 1936 when the

Father Ryan, then a young priest on his way to China to

archbishop declared that weddings in churches other than the

become a missionary.

couples' home parishes were damaging to the "parochial spir-

By the 1960s the Mission's "no wedding" policy began to

it." Weddings in the Mission- even for alumni- were there-

come under question. James G. Shea, father of James P.

fore banned to reduce "certain misunderstandings that are

'62, first broached the subject in a 1964letter to University

placed on other chapels and churches that are not parochial."

President Patrick Donohoe, S .J. Shea requested that his son

Herman Roesti '42, who was an altar server at the May 24,

and SusanJertson '65 be allowed to marry at the Mission,

1936 Mission wedding of his sister Marie to Theodore Cicolet-

noting that "Since the University has taken the broad step of

ti '30, said the rumor at the time was that the archdiocese want-

coeducation, it is inevitable that her students will, in many

ed to "retain the income (such as it may have been during the

cases, want to do 'postgraduate work' in Holy Matrimony."

Depression) rather than cede it to the Jesuit Province."

His request was denied.
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Carol and Fred Donati ' 65

THE DOORS RE-OPEN

It took five more years and much persistence to change
Mission policy. Two late-'6os brides remembered these

altar and everyone saw the "Y Me?" he had written on the

'70 and his fiancee Melanie Shaffer to a pre - marriage coun-

soles of the groom's shoes); Suzanne (Shofield) '69 and

seling group meeting at St. Clare ' s Church near campus.

Peter Connolly '69 (who held their reception at Benson

"When we went told the priest we were Santa Clara students

Center, where they met as juniors when she held the door

and that Father Patrick Carroll sent us," the couple recalled,

hurdles. Helene (Trescony) '70 recalled that "a series of

for him); and Leo Cacitti ' 71 (who grew up attending ser-

"the priest said we could be excused as we were 'undoubted-

false starts and bureaucratic dances" were necessary before

vices at the Mission with his grandmother) and his bride,

ly well-prepared for marriage.'"

she was able to wed Randall Frakes '69 in the Mission on

Kim McEuen '73 believes that he and his wife Julie hold

June 15, 196.9. Similarly, Cindy (Lund) '69 had to meet
with the archbishop in San Francisco in order to secure per-

Margy Jean Carlson.
Others among this group of groundbreaking marriages

the distinction of being the first couple to marry in the

included Robert Caletti '70 MS '76 and his wife Judith,

Mission without a priest presiding. They're celebrating their

mission for her June 17, 1969 wedding in the Mission to

married on April II, 1970; Tim Fennell '71 and his wife

25th wedding anniversary on September 9 and have two

Leo Steidlmayer '67.

Loretta '85, married June 19, 1971; Barry Dysart, ' 68 and

Many other couples wrote the magazine to say that they

his wife Donna, married July 24, 1971; Fred Donati '65

were among the first to be married in the Mission in the

and his wife Carol, married August 7, 1971; and Alice

early 1970s. These included Julie (Hauserman) '72 and

(Damberg) '70 and her husband Bob Ewing, who married

Frank Perachiotti Jr. '71 (whose best man, Ted Simas ' 70,

September II, 1971.
Planning for an early-' 70s marriage took Michael Freitas

got the congregation giggling when the couple knelt at the

daughters, Kelly and Kristin, enrolled at SCU.

INTO THE

'sos

At its busiest in the 1980s -before the Mission instituted its strict policy that only alumni and current faculty and staff could be married there - it was used for

Father Ryan at McCauley-Boivin nuptials

about 190 weddings a year. Allison Abbott-Kline '8r
and her husband, Norman Kline '79, had to book the
Mission two years in advance, naming not only the day
but also the time of the wedding.
Indeed, advance booking caused red faces as well as
Cindy (lund} '69

several laughs for Susan (Bona) '86 and David Arms.

and leo Steidlmayer '67

' 2.5 JD ' 26 and Vivian McCauley

"My parents received a call from Betty at the Mission

..

Church," remembered Susan, "saying that the facility wouldn't be available for my September 24 wedding at noon, but
that IO a.m. was available ." This was surprising news to them
as September 24 was just two weeks away and they knew nothing about a wedding. When they asked Susan "When were you
going to tell us?," she explained that she was booking the Mission for September 24, 1988, a year and two weeks away.
Other '8os couples contacting the magazine included Lisa
(O'Neill) ' 8o and Dick Shanahan '8o whose August 23, 1983
wedding was a true Santa Clara affair with the wedding party
and most of the guests all SCU alumni; and Marilyn (Ho) '78
MBA '8o and Paul Yee MBA '80, married June 19, 1982.
Marilyn wrote that even before she met her husband, "I had
my eyes set on the Mission Church for my wedding."

PERSONAL AFFAIRS

Then and now, Mission Santa Clara weddings always have

...

and Peter Connolly

gave lit
Lo~L ~t
l 6 ltould
llOW I' lt

been different from the typical church wedding.

As Mission Director Charlie White explained, "We

tel bt

4•«lt

encourage our brides and grooms to tailor the ceremony.
They pick their own musicians and music. We don't impose

-...nd at all.
I'd do
fOU~ l~~~, 0~«~, 1 do11't t11aMJ aoltc.t
&ltd a~vt.Jt

'~nd aAoth~~
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restrictions the way some parish churches do . The couple
' 80

also chooses the priest (couples must be married by clergy
but they needn't be Catholic). And the flowers and decorations are decided by each party, making the weddings here
unique and personal."

you.

Gerry '70 and Susan (Walters) De Young '71 wanted an
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PILa

evening candlelight ceremony. Bronco athletics chaplain
Patrick Carroll,

S.J . -

ATT E NTIO N TO HERITAGE

who earned the nickname

"Marrying Sam" because he was in such demand by engaged

A couple ' s cultural heritage and religious backgrounds often

couples - suggested that the best man unscrew two of the

give weddings at Santa Clara a "special flavor that is beauti-

three light bulbs on the sconces that hung on each pillar .

ful and reverent, " said Dan Germann MA '64, S.J.

"It was time-consuming and tedious, but it worked," De

Germann remembered one special ceremony in which the

Young said of the effect.

bride, a "very Irish" practicing Catholic alumna, married a

Mary Jo \ Hull) '78 r epo r ted that her 1985 wedding to
Patrick Ignoffo ' 74, used real candles and that her uncle,

"very Japanese" practicing Buddhist.

who "attempted to count the candles during the wedding"

common ground where Buddhism and Catholicism meet,"

lost count at about 256 .

he remembered . "The groom told me that water is a symbol

David Michetti '76 MBA '78 and his wife, Lori Jean

you.

Oh
A

3.

"Much of the preparation was spent talking about the

of gratitude toward your ancestors , so in the course of the

Snashall, h ad a "low-key" wedding, with all 50 guests sitting

mass, I explained to the congregation why we brought water

up front, anchoring either side of the altar. As the Michettis

to the ceremony. I elevated the bread , the bride elevated the

left the church, the tune "Consider Yourself (Part of the

wine, and he elevated the water."

Family)" from the musical Oliver was playing.

t.

Jerry Aquino '84 and his wife, Rebecca Chen , had a

In September 1997 , a groom who was a music afficionado hired the 40 - piece Santa Clara University Orchestra to
play at the ceremony as a surprise for his bride. "It was spectacular , " said Carlo Farina, S .J., associate director of
undergraduate admissions , who officiated.
When Fran (Stolarz) ' 68 and David McNamee MBA ' 74
celebrated their 1973 St. Patrick's Day wedding, green was

traditional Filipino wedding. Aquino wore a "barong tagalog, " while his bride wore a "Maria-Clara" gown. "The wedding entourage was in complementary native attire , "
Aquino noted .
The Mission also h as held traditional Mexican weddings
with mariachi bands and Jewish weddings under canopies.

the color of the day- from green invitations to the green of
the Mission Garden setting.

A spirit of community and school spirit often pervades

FAMILIAR TURF

_true Santa Clara weddings.
Bob Senkewicz, S.J . , associate professor of history and direc-

Senkewicz recalled officiating at a Mission wedding dur-

tor of the Bannan Institute of Jesuit Education, said he has

ing SCU Homecoming and Reunion Weekend while outside

officiated at "a couple hundred" Mission weddings . "A wed-

in the gardens a huge tailgate party was underway. The win-

ding here is special because in many cases the bride and groom

dows of the church were open , and , between the sacred vows,

are alumni. For them , the Mission is a real live place . They

shouts of "Go, Broncos! " from a thousand boisterous par-

went to mass here, maybe have done readings here, and it has

tygoers floated in.

memories beyond being just a pretty building. They' re coming into a sacred space with which they are already familiar."
That' s how it was for Cathy (Carlos) De Maria '70 MA

Karel DeBouvere, SCJ , professor of mathematics, offici-

'71 and her husband, Joe, who both had their first mar-

ated, and "the homily was filled with mathematical references, " Lisa related.

riages annulled so they could have a church wedding at the
site of their first "date," the Mission. They had met on a
Friday evening at a local restaurant, and he invited her for

Kris (Cotariu) Harper '75 described her June II, 1977
wedding to a U .S . Army captain: "Our candlelight ceremo-

a Sunday excursion to San Francisco with friends . When

ny included all the military ceremonial traditions including

Cathy replied that she couldn' t leave until II: 30 a.m.

dress-blue uniforms and a sabre salute . "

because she would be attending mass, Joe answered, "Fine,
I'll meet you at mass , " and did.
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A scholarly theme set the tone for the wedding of
mathematics major Lisa Townsley '8I to James Kulich . Dr.

Marlene (Chiaramonte) '73 remembered her March
'2.5, 1973 wedding in the Mission to Dan Dwyer as a partie-
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Hot weather, for example, has accounted for some

.,

6': b~t.. tH.d

new d41J, tvelt~~h.ing ,(...(~ ~· .A~n; e. Tlt ~1 u.gh J..t may be g.J.:a.IJ
to know ~hat ~he ~un'~ ;-10 n;1a. .6 hine ,.
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e.w hettt~ ~OIL eueJt · a.Jt, llk e. t h, 6lorAJeM

l wa.
And
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Th

.

problems. The Mission has no air conditioning, and while
its thick adobe walls usually help keep the interior cool and
its windows can be opened for a cross breeze, overdressed
members of the wedding party have been known to faint

~

from the heat.
One couple, who had hoped their wedding would be
photographed by Martha Stewart Living, had the misfortune to

l

h~

pick a day that reached about 105 degrees outside. As White

ea.ltllf , Sp

described it , "The flowers could hardly stand up, and the
people were hot and sweaty."
Theresa (Cravalho) '87 and Paul Webb were married at
the Mission, June 18, rg88, and had a luncheon reception
for 380 at the Adobe Lodge, with tables on the lawn outside .
"It was so warm that guests were actually moving tables as the

Julie (Hau s erman}
and F r ank

shade moved, and all the butters melted, " she wrote.

Pe r a c hio t ti Jr . , 71

GOOD OMENS

Associate Professor of Communication Paul Soukup, S.J. ,
recalled walking past the Mission on a beautiful Saturday
afternoon and hearing a young woman' s sobs. A passing
bird had left its mark on the shoulder of a bride who was
perhaps having her wedding portrait taken in the gardens.

An older couple, probably her parents , was trying to
console her with assurances that it could be cleaned off
and might even bring good luck.

An unusual good omen appeared at the 1991 wedding of Pamela (Rozolis) 'gr andJohn Ortega ' 88 MS
'92. During the homily by Dennis Smolarski '69, S.J.,
a de r elict entered the north door of the Mission and
took a seat in a back pew. The bridal party watched
with concern as the man got up, crossed the aisle, and
took a new seat. He opened his wallet and began to
ularly personalized occasion. A member of the University's

from a door near the altar. Tassan went to open the door

talk loudly to a nearby guest, who asked him to keep

Liturgical Ballet Ensemble , she arranged for three mem -

and discovered it was locked . He began to rattle the door,

his voice down. The visitor then stood up and exited

bers of the group to perform to Bach's "Magnificat" dur-

pounding on it with increasing urgency. It took quick-

the south door, disappearing into the wisteria

ing the ceremony.

thinking John Huffman '63 to figure things out and slip

gardens .

from his pew to open the door from the inside .
MARGIN OF ERROR

Mter the ceremony , one of the bride's friends

Adoralida (Lopez) Padilla '86 claims the distinction of

asked her if she or the groom knew the man.

"the latest Mission Church bride." Because the Rolls

Neither did . Said the guest, "Well , you know, some

promised by the wedding photographer to take her to the

say God may visit you in ordinary ways and at any

ly as the bride and groom planned, and the mishaps make

church for her July 13, 1985 wedding was seriously late, she

time. How strange was it that He came in and sat

for good stories, too.

ended up walking down the aisle a record 60 minutes after

Of course , not all weddings at the Mission have gone exact-

Ernie Giachetti '63,. DDS said his wedding to Marcia

the ceremony was to have begun. "The priest told us," she

Selman on May 22, 1971, was a day fraught with delays. The

recalled, "that had we arrived just five minutes later , he

ceremony was to be at 4 p.m. , but when everyone arrived

would have cancelled the ceremony. "

down during your wedding and the homily on love
and marriage?"

Tegan M. McLane is a fi'eelance writer based in San Jose.

they were surprised to find a mass in progress. Their 300
guests , said Giachetti, "had to cool their heels for a while in

The Santa Clara Magazine staff thanks the marry alumni who shared thei1·
recollections for this article. We regret that space prohibits running all the tender memories and JI!J.ful photographs we received. But because so marry notes
contained material of historic- and human -significance, we are sending
your written messages to the Universi!JI Archives.

COPING WITH THE ELEMENTS

the garden."
When the ceremony finally did get under way , Giachetti

To the Mission staffs credit, though, the mishaps seem few

and his best man, his uncle, Oggie Tassan , heard the organ

and far between, and most of the ones recounted were not

strike the first chord of the processional, their cue to enter

the result of human error.
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[ BY CONNIE HINCKLEY ]

.

mer1cans
have become experts at striving for - and
often achieving - the Hgood life;' complete
with good friends, good incomes, and good
material trappings. Is it surprising, therefore, that they now also seek the Hgood
death"? And can medical science, technology,
and the law help them achieve it?
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[ THE GOOD DEATH ]

[

THE Goon DEATH ]
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Physician-assisted suicide- the act of

with enough palliative-care skills to

a doctor writing a lethal-dosage pre-

adequately address the suffering of

scription for a terminally ill patient

the dying. As a consequence, physi-

-has been a medical, political, ethi-

Death as optional

Should the patient die, it becomes

terminally ill adult residents who are

the doctor's personal failure. Not

within six months of death. Three

medication can be taken most effec-

Health futurist Ian Morrison has

surprisingly, doctors of this mind-

requests- two oral and one written-

tively. It also counsels doctors not to

cians also often do not know how to

observed that "The Scots see death

set react to the idea of physician-

are required. There is a 15-day wait-

initiate discussion about assisted sui-

cal, and religious hot potato for sev-

speak forthrightly to patients and

as imminent. Canadians see death as

~ssisted suicide as contrary to their

ing period. A second physician's

cide with patients but, when asked, to

eral years. Ho:vever, when Oregon

their families about death. While

inevitable. Americans see death as

mission and seriously out of synch

opinion is required. And if either

fully reveal their own level of willing-

voters last November reaffirmed the

more medical schools each year

optional." In many cases, doctors

with the "First, do no harm" tenet

physician believes the patient to have

ness to participate in this activity.

Death With Dignity Act that legalizes

integrate discussion of death and

are among the first to adopt this

of the Hippocratic Oath .

a mental disorder or impaired judg-

physician-assisted suicide, they esca-

dying into their curricula, as recent-

"optional" viewpoint.

lated the discussion to new heights.

ly as 1993 an American Medical

Physicians are schooled to heal.

Death often comes down to a
matter of choice - the patient's as

must receive counseling in order to
receive consideration under the law.

Association study found that only 26

To many of them, there is always

well as the doctor's. A declining

that the nation is fairly evenly divid-

percent of more than 7,000 hospi-

one more intervention to be enlist-

patient hooked to a respirator or

ed on the issue of physician -assisted

tal residency programs included

ed, one more drug to be tried, for

suicide. Americans who favor the

such a course.

even the most terminal patient.

While polls abound, it appears

practice tend to be at the bettereducated, higher-income end of the
spectrum. They're the ones who feel
in control and on top of the system.
Those who oppose it more often fall
into the ranks of the disenfran-

Sound Bites

chised, the elderly, the frail, the

The assisted-suicide debate taak center stage in March at a roundtable discussion hosted

handicapped, as well as those who

by SCU's School of Law and the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. The five panelists coun·

oppose it on moral or religious

seled temperance in resorting to physician-assisted suicide and recommended devoting

grounds. Yet the debate, regardless

greater attention to improving palliative care. Among the paints made by the group:

ment from depression, the patient

Since the Death With Dignity Act

does offer suggestions on how lethal

A boost for palliative care
Interestingly, Oregon's leadership
in the physician-assisted suicide

A 2 0 -year victim of breast cancer died
peacefully and surrounded by family within
half an hour of taking the prescribed barbiturates and a glass of brandy.

of its outcome, has fastened national attention on a basic underlying

"Dying has become a process strongly shaped by human decisions. Decisions to limit care

problem- our nation's lack of uni-

in one way or another are involved in over half the deaths that occur today."
Mark Sullivan, MD

versal health- care insurance.

University af Washington Medical Center associate professor of psychiatry and behavioral science

Back to basics
"The United States is the only

receiving life-sustaining medication

took effect in November, at least 42

movement has been accompanied by

intravenously can exercise choice by

people have requested assisted suicide

a dramatic growth in palliative-care
offerings. Between 1994 and 1996

refusing treatment in order to has-

in Oregon. Many requests have been

"The dying are not dying very well in the United States. They're dying on ventilators, their

ten his death. But for the terminally

ruled ineligible because the patients

Oregon increased its medical use of

wishes at the end of life are not being honored or in some cases even communicated to

ill patient not receiving such life

were not terminally ill or were not

morphine by 70 percent. While 50

their caregivers."

supports , there is no treatment to

residents of Oregon. Only two peo-

percent of Oregon deaths in 1980

industrialized nation in the world

Dale Larson, PhD

refuse. For this person, assisted sui-

ple are known to have died using

occurred in the hospital, 21 percent

outside of South Africa that does

SCU associate professor of counseling psychology

cide can appear to be the only

legally prescribed lethal medication.

in nursing homes , and r8 percent at

Few details were released about the

home, in 1997 only 31 percent

not offer universal health care,"

speedy route to death.

notes Dale Larson, SCU associate

"Physician -assisted suicide, to me, is justified when reasonable comfort in end -of-life care

professor of counseling psychology.

cannot otherwise be offered."

"Thus, in a sense, we have already

Karen Markus JD '9D, RN

made the decision that some lives

SCU law school adjunct faculty member

first case. The second involved a 20-

occurred in hospitals, with 31.3

Focus on Oregon

year victim of breast cancer who died

percent occurring in nursing homes

peacefully and surrounded by family

and 32.2 percent happening at

Residents of three states- Oregon,

within half an hour of taking the pre-

home. Of all Oregonians who died
in 1980, 22 percent were enrolled

are not worth saving. Today there

"The making of social policy that formally permits a person to take his own life with or

Washington , and California - have

scribed barbiturates and a glass of

are 40 million Americans who have

without the help of others after following a certain procedure is fraught with serious ethi·

brought the issue of physician-

brandy.

cal and human pitfalls and problems. Nevertheless, we should encourage Oregon's

assisted suicide to the fore through

no health-care insurance at all. I
question how we can make physination when so many are not even

issue of dignified death also point to

aided in their introduction to assisted

Lawrence Nelson, JD, PhD

suicide by a handbook developed over

long-term care facilities. Today hos-

SCU lecturer in philosophy

only in Oregon, where voters last

the past three years by the Task Force

pice deaths account for more than

November rejected by a 60-to-40

to Improve the Care of Terminally Ill

31 percent, while less than two per-

"We have a human situation here where law and morals interact and where somebody's

margin a ballot measure that would

Oregonians, a group of more than

cent of all deaths occur in hospitals.

law and morals are going to get enacted into law. We cannot escape that."

have repealed it.

two dozen lawyers, doctors, nurses,

This latter figure contrasts dramati-

pharmacists, ethicists, and members

cally with other locales such as

the failings of medical schools. They

Paul Gada, S.J.

claim that the United States does

SCU professor of law

The Oregon law has several

not provide physicians-in -training

22

1

dying patients at their homes or in

the ballot initiative process. Today a

in the health-care pipeline."
Ethicists concerned with the

skilled team of caregivers attend to

law permitting the practice stands

Measure 16 to go on and to learn from their experience."

cian-assisted suicide available to the

in hospice programs in which a

Oregon physicians have been
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built-in safeguards. It makes physi-

of the clergy. While it avoids actual

Manhattan, where almost half of all

cian-assisted suicide available only to

recipes for lethal-drug cocktails, it

deaths occur in hospitals.
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Ongoing issues

ethical administration of physician-

D.C. consideration

Oregon-based group called the

InJune 1997 the U.S. Supreme

and the older Hemlock Society.

For terminal patients who can no

a higher p r iority on serving share-

Court made dual rulings on physi-

Each organization was involved in

longer gain adequate comfort from

holders than patients."

cian-assisted suicide cases. In

counseling the two patients who

palliative care, physician-assisted

Vl-&shington v. Gll!cksberg, it overruled a

have taken advantage of Oregon' s

suicide seems to offer a dignified

Ninth Circuit decision that had

Death With Dignity Act.

option to end their lives painlessly.

Medical-Moral Research and

Yet concern abounds that this

Education in Boston , points to the

are such gr oups as the National

option can and will be abused.

innate unfairness of an "option" to

privacy guaranteed by the U .S.

Right to Life Committee, Physicians

Might elderly patients not wanting

which the disenfranchised have less

Constitution. In the companion

for Compassionate Care , the Family

to deplete all their resources or be a

access. "We are living in a day in

case, Vacca v. Quill , the court reversed

Research Council, and the Roman

burden to their children use assisted

which the mighty exercise arbitrary

a Second Circuit decision asserting

Catholic Church.

suicide inappropriately? Could

power over the weak," he observes,

assisted suicide. Often HMOs place

Compassion in Dying Federation

voided a statewide ban on physicianassisted suicide based on the right to

that physician-assisted suicide bans

On the other side of the aisle

The Church's position on

Dr. John Haas, president of the
Pope John XXIII Center for

families pressur e dying relatives to

" . . . when people think they can

violate the equal protection clause of

physician-assisted suicide d ates back

speed their demise through self-

determine what the moral course of

the Constitution. The Supreme

to the 1980 D eclaration on

administered drugs?

action is simply by garnering

Court's message was clear: There is

Euthanasia approved by Pope john

And is it fair to allow assisted

enough votes." Do groups such as

no constitutional right to physician-

Paul II. It states : "Nothing and no

suicide only for the terminally ill?

assisted suicide . But it left the door

one can in any way permit the

Dr . Mark Sullivan of the University

open as to whether states can enact

killing of an innocent human being,

ofWashington Medical Center

car e they receive could be negatively

whether a foetus (sic) or an embryo,

raises the question, "Aren't the seri-

affected by the availability of physician -assisted suicide?

their own laws on this matter .

an infant or an adult, an old per-

ously and incurably ill just as needy

its clout to the discussion, passing a

son, or one suffering from an

even if they are not terminal? Or

law in 1997 that bans federal

incurable disease, or a person who is

should we, as they do in the

Meanwhile , Congress has added

the handicapped have good reason
to fear that the quality of health-

The questions are many. The
debate continues. And the search
for the "good death" broadens.
Connie Hincklry is a B~ Area writer and

is a question of the violation of the
divine, an offense against the dignity of the
human person, a cr1me against life, and an
attack on humanity.''
~~It

dying. Furthermore, no one is per-

Netherlands , extend assisted suicide

suicide . But it failed in its 1998

mitted to ask for this act of killing,

to seriously treatment-resistant psy-

attempt to convince Attorney

either for himself or herself or for

chiatric patients?"

financing for physician -assisted

another person entrusted to his or
her care, nor can he or she consent

Controlled Substances Act sanc-

to it , either explicitly or implicitly.

Germany. Could our health-care

tions against doctors who prescribe

Nor can any authority legitimately

system fall victim to such tactics? It

lethal medication.

recommend or permit such an

is not impossible , says Karen

ways euthanasia was used in Nazi

action. For it is a question of the

MarkusJD 'go , a nurse as well as a

violation of the divine , an offense

lawyer, given our nation's increasing

against the dignity of the human

reliance on managed health care.

Among those most visibly advocating

person, a crime against life, and an

"The potential is there," she notes,

physician-assisted suicide are an

attack on humanity. "

"for cost considerations to preclude

24
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on the assisted suicide issue, consult the following web sites: (Pro) <www. oregondwd.org>
<www. compassioninljying. org>; (Con)
<www.lifethreat. org> <www. chausa.org>.

Critics point to the horrendous

GeneralJanet Reno to step in and
block the Oregon law by enforcing

The players

Jundraising consultant. For further information
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emea
n
Has Microsoft beco:rne a
bullying behemoth
or simply a manifestation of
the American Drea:rn?

By Susan Vogel

undits have asserted that by the end of the next decade the entire U.S. workforce will be employed by Starbucks,
The Gap, or Microsoft. Though it may be possible for a few determined consumers to shun frappacinos and
eschew flat-front khakis, few can avoid coming face to face with a Microsoft product- its ubiquitous Windows
operating system, its omnipresent Word word-processing software, its proliferous Excel and Access office systems.
Microsoft is truly an empire and the personification of one man- founder Bill Gates, the richest human in the Western
world. But is Microsoft an evil empire or just the greatest American success story? And is Bill Gates an evil emperor abus ing his power or merely a sweater-wearing philanthropist sharing his largesse with schoolchildren? Microsoft' s power and
the U .S. Department ofjustice ' s charges that it has violated antitrust laws were among the topics addressed at an April symposium sponsored by Santa Clara University' s Center for Science , Technology, and Society.
Symposium speaker Susan Creighton, a partner at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich Rosati in Palo Alto, Calif. , used this exampie to explain Microsoft's omnipotence: Four years ago, the online Encarta Encyclopedia described Gates as a "tough competitor who seems to value winning in a competitive environment over money ." The 1997 version of Encarta put a differ-
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Microsoft defenders see this as a
great American success story made
possible by offering a superior
product in a free-market economy.
ent spin on Gates, describing him as a man known "for his
personal and corporate contributions to charity and edu-

including Word, A ccess , Excel , and other programs.
In the past three years, Microsoft's market capitalization
has grown from $50 billion to more than $200 billion.

cational organizations."
If you own the sources of information, as Microsoft

Microsoft defenders see this as a great American success

owns Encarta, you can pretty much describe the world the

story made possible by offering a superior product in a

way you see it - and possibly limit people's access to other

free-market economy. Creighton calls it "[possibly] the

perspectives.
Microsoft, launched in 1975 by Gates and Paul Allen,

most valuable monopoly in the world today." On May 18 ,

new from them, and that scares me more than anything else."

the U.S . Department of Justice filed a landmark suit

Lack of commitment to innovation plus market pre-

screen , she said, provides Microsoft the ideal product

got its toehold in the computer software industry through

against Microsoft, alleging violations of antitrust laws.

dominance has another harmful effect, according to

placement - it's the high tech equivalent of prime space at

products, as well as their access to information. That

the DOS operating system- software that ran most per-

Creighton and other Microsoft critics are concerned that

Creighton . Silicon Valley venture capitalists will not go

the grocery store checkout line. Computer users are going

sonal computers from the early 1980s through the early

the company's powerful position will stifle innovation, limit

into areas that Microsoft has earmarked for itself. But

to choose the items, including other software products , set

1990s. DOS's modest "C-prompt" at startup has now

consumers' access to information, and allow Microsoft to

technology will languish without the infusion of new ideas

out on the Windows desktop because the items are right

been replaced by the Microsoft marquee, Windows.

compete unfairly in terms of its other products.

and the venture capital to fund them .

there and easiest to access .

According to Creighton, who is the attorney for several

The effect of Microsoft's market power on innovation was

Equally threatening, said Creighton , is the influence

Not everyone agrees that computer users are so easily

of Microsoft' s competitors and , by her own admission, "not

the chief concern voiced by symposium panelist Ruth Davis,

Microsoft exerts, because of the market power ofWindows ,

influenced - or that Microsoft is the evil empire. David

observer ,"

SCU professor of computer

over the " eyeballs" of PC users . When a consumer anywhere

Fr iedman , professor of law and business at SCU and a

Microsoft, with its Windows 95

engineering. Microsoft, said

in the world takes a new PC out of the box and turns it on,

symposium panelist, minimized the significance of what

and Windows NT, holds from

Davis, has a reputation for buy-

95 percent of the time Microsoft Windows appears on the

Microsoft places before users' eyes by pointing out that

95 percent to 97 percent of the

ing up products that look as if

screen. This is because nearly all hardware m anufacturers

users can always change their screens to something else.

market in operating systems for

they would do well in the mar-

feel they need to provide new PCs with a software operating

personal computers. Microsoft

ketplace, then selling them.

system so that buyers can turn on the computers and use

the box set to some channel. I don't know what channel it

also holds roughly 89 percent

"But it does not have a good

them right away. And Windows is the predominant system.

is, but if CBS managed to get all the televisions in the

an

unbiased

of the market for basic office

record for innovation ," she

applications software systems,

said. "I haven't seen anything

What's

on that screen

is very important , said

Creighton, because it can influence users' choice of other

"I do assume , " Friedman said, "that televisions come in

world to arrive in the box set to their channel, I don't think
that would give them much of a monopoly."

w0 rds to compute by "'"' .

b•l•f "'''""''"of .om• oompot" i"''"

The operating system of a computer is the software that tells the hardware what to do. The first widely used operating system on non-Apple
(then called "IBM clone") personal computers (PCs) was DOS, sold (though not invented) by Microsoft. Once an operating system is on a computer, other software applications, such as word processing and spreadsheet programs, can be added. Windows was created as an interface
between DOS and software applications.
An Internet browser is software that allows PC users to access the Internet. The term "Internet" refers to all the information available
over telephone lines to users of PCs via Internet Service Providers (ISPs) such as America Online, CompuServe, Earthlink, and many others.
The World Wide Web is part of the Internet and is made up of web sites that are reached by typing in the site's web address. (Santa Clara University's web address, or URL, is www.scu.edu.) If you don't know the site's web address, you can search for the site through key words or sub-

ject matter by using a search engine, such as Yahoo! or AltaVista.
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Santa Clara steps in

With 95 percent of the market on
new computers and 85 percent of
current PC users using its product,
to grow, Microsoft must diversify.

SCU's Center for Science, Technology, and Society, the newest

of the University's Centers of Distinction, is an institute whose mission is to explore the interrelationships among the three areas in its title.
"Drawing upon the expertise of Santa Clara University and the Silicon Valley , the center fosters interdisciplinary collaboration and innovation
while addressing significant issues of relevance to both organizational practices and public policy" is how Director James L. Koch, professor
of management, describes the center. According to Koch, the center will host quarterly symposia open to the public focusing on issues of sci·
ence, technology, and society, as well as twice-quarterly faculty colloquia designed to stimulate a community of scholars in these areas of
study. For information on the center, call408-551-1789, or e-mail <jkoch@scu.edu> .

Microsoft's position is that its success is a result of

defend Microsoft through ads, press materials, articles, and

ment,

superior performance in an intensely competitive industry

Wildman, associate professor in the Department of

and that it does not have a monopoly position. In its 1998

op-ed pieces.
Microsoft's control of the Windows screen has ignit-

Communication Studies at Northwestern University, is

No co urt is expected to rule on this suit for several

white paper, "Competition in the Software Industry,"

ed one of the hottest battles in the software industry.

when a seller requires, as a precondition to buying one

months. Meanwhile millions of copies of Windows 98

Microsoft points out that anyone can enter the software

Dubbed the "Browser Wars," the fight is taking place on

product, that the purchaser also buy another product.

with Internet Explorer will have been distributed to the

market and create new operating systems. Unlike public

many fronts including federal court and the media.

as explained by symposium panelist Steven

According to Bryan Ford, SCU associate professor

that includes its Internet browser, that it also include
the latest version of the N etscape browser.

public. The resolution of this battle, predicts Ford , will

utilities or cable television, software requires no physical

The Browser Wars began when Microsoft began sell-

of law , a traditional example comes from a U.S.

determine how Microsoft can use its marketing power

infrastructure. Moreover, Microsoft says, it is not forcing

ing (actually "licensing") its Windows 95 software to

Supreme Court case, United Shoe Machinery Corp. v. U.S. In

and market position in other markets.

its product on anyone - computer manufacturers are not

computer hardware manufacturers. Microsoft required

that case, Ford explains, United Shoe held a patent on

Where will Microsoft land? "It's hard to grow at 20

compelled to buy Windows, and consumers who want to

manufacturers who wanted Windows to buy Microsoft's

a particular machine useful in making shoes ·. It

percent compounded forever," noted Creighton. With

avoid

web browser, Internet Explorer, as well.

required firms wanting to lease this machine to lease all

95 percent of the market for operating systems on new

Macintosh or UNIX system. It also contends that its oper-

Microsoft's

operating system

may

choose

a

The Justice Department took note and, in 1997,

their other shoemaking machines from United, to pur-

computers and 85 percent of current PC users using its

ating system has spurred competition in the software

sued Microsoft, alleging that the "tying" of the browser

chase all their shoemaking supplies from United, to pay

product, the only way for Microsoft to grow is to diver-

applications market, resulting in innumerable new soft-

software to Windows 95 constituted a restraint of trade

royalties to United on the number of shoes produced,

sify. This may be where the company is headed. One

ware applications programs designed to run on Windows.

that vio lated an earlier antitrust "consent decree"

and to not do business with companies making compet-

symposium attendee suggested that Microsoft's overall

against Microsoft. In that earlier case, to settle the

ing products.

strategy is to have its fingers in all aspects of information

Microsoft's defenders include many free-market capitalists. A web site dedicated to the

Justice Department's claims

In the Microsoft investigation, consumers need an

technology so it can be a player no matter what direction

"moral defense" of Microsoft

against Microsoft, Microsoft

operating system, but to get it, they are required to buy

the tide turns. Indeed, the April 1998 issue of Wired

<www . moral- defense. org>

agreed not to "bundle" or

Internet Explorer. Once they have Internet Explorer,

magazine lists 62 companies in the areas of computer

begins with a quote from capi-

"tie" its products together for

they have little incentive to buy another browser.

technology,

talism proponent/author Ayn

the purposes of marketing,

Rand and includes a request for

though

tax-deductible contributions to

"integrate" products.

it was

allowed

to

An improper tying arrange-

enable the organization to help

Microsoft claims that its conduct is permissible, saying that the newest version of Internet Explorer (4. o) is

Internet

technology,

and

television

(including cable) that Microsoft either has partnerships
with or owns.

"integrated" with Windows 95 rather than "bundled "

Creighton suggested that Microsoft might have a

with it. The U.S. District Court for the District of

more lucrative goal- to obtain a cut of every commer-

Columbia disagreed and issued a preliminary injunc-

cial transaction made over the Internet.

tion late last year preventing Microsoft from requiring

Speculation as to Microsoft's fate has become

computer manufacturers to accept Internet Explorer as

"something of a national parlor game," according to an

a condition to obtaining Windows.

April 27, 1998, article in the New York Times. And Gates'

While the government cites this is a continuation of

every word, move, and costume change are seen offering

Microsoft's bad behavior, says Ford, the government is

clues. Indeed, when Gates recently changed his appear-

not asking the court to force Microsoft to separate its

ance, losing the n erdy bangs and goggles in favor of an

browser from the operating system. Instead , it is asking

off-the-forehead do and hip wire-rimmed specs, the

the court to force Microsoft to stop its restrictive licens-

world responded. The San Francisco Examiner, on May I,

ing practices that (r) prevent computer manufacturers

1998, ran a long article examining changes in his look

from removing the icon for its Internet browser and

and sought fashion experts' opinions on the signifi-

installing other Internet browsers and (2) prevent

cance. (An attempt to look more "user-friendly?")

Internet service providers from distributing or promot-

One thing is certain- the whole world is watching.

ing other Internet browsers. In addition, the government is asking the court to order that if Microsoft insists
on distributing a single version of its operating system
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Class Notes I

By SCU Alumni Association Executive Director Jerry Kerr '61

scu on the move

Empire's annual dinner on September 16 is the 66th

Recent visitors can attest that there is "a whole lot

roundup. When Baldo lvancovich '04 and Walt

of building going on" at Santa Clara. Reminiscent

Freitas '34 brought the troops together in 1933, they

of the early '6os and mid-'7os, the University has

never envisioned that what began as a venison barbe-

stepped forward to meet the needs of its students in

cue would eventually be accompanied by a hunt for

the new millennium. The Campus Master Plan is past

birdies on the links. John Taddeucci '58 has

the mid -point, as the new Center of Performing Arts

arranged a round of golf at McGuiness Park prior to

and multi-level parking facility are now in operation.

the evening's report on "SCU '98 . "

Golfing for dollars

Science Hall; the Pat Malley Fitness & Recreation Center; and

Another pace setter for consideration by golf enthusiasts

the upper-division residence facility will result in a campus for

is the San Diego Chapter's Sixth Annual Scholarship

the 21st century that also is consistent with the architecture and

Tournament. Sean Saadeh '95 and Dan O'Neill '83 have
again organized our Association's premier tourney. In the

not able to join in the 15th annual Vintage Santa Clara wine fes-

first five years, the event raised more than $roo,ooo and

tival on September 13, then make the trip to SCU for Fall

provided financial assistance for some 40 Santa Clarans. This

Homecoming and Reunion Weekend beginning October IO to

year's competition is set for September 25 at Steele Canyon

By Amy Raimundo '95

Engineering Company for bioscience flight

Hail and farewell

Diego to make the trip into a weekend holiday. Detailed

At the Alumni Association's May 29 annual meeting, Bob

information is available on the golf tournament web page

Dennis '79 was inducted as our IOOth national president.

<http :1/www. deltyme. com/scugolf/> or by calling Sean at

Bob, a vice president of business development for Comerica

619-225-9813 ext. 387.

Clara advancement efforts since his student days when he was

How to honor faculty

"dialing for dollars." Foremost on Bob's agenda is a plan to

Which faculty member most positively affected your educa-

coordinate alumni who will be our primary contacts at their

tion? The selection committee for the 1999 Louis and Dori-

companies regarding events and matching gift opportunities.

na Brutucao Award for Teaching Excellence welcomes your

30

Edward Altenbach has been retired

for 10 years. He is enjoying life with his
October 1o, 1998

34

48
A. John MacDonald retired in 1983

Marie Barry '68, outgoing president- who as international

nomination of that professor.

53

September 11,1998
Alfonso Callejas lives in Managua,

Stear, Oct. I2, 1997. Robert Higgins has been

Nicaragua, and looks forward to returning

after 28 years as a professor at San Jose

to SCU for his 50-year reunion. Marshall

State University's School of Engineering.

Moran and his wife , Jackie, celebrated their

He was the oldest participant in the 1997

50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 7. They

Bellarmine Golf Classic and has shot his

have six children and seven grandchildren.

age several times in the game .

35

49
Jerome O'Brien has been retired from

government and military work for many

The seven Brutucao children (six of whom are SCU alum -

ule that rivals Madeleine Albright's- joins the Past Presidents'

ni) and other members of their family established the endow-

Council. Marie will continue as the Association's representa-

ment for the award in 1987 to recognize excellence in under-

dren, and rides his bicycle along the beach
every day. He wishes his classmates equal

grandchildren.

or better happiness.

Calif. He was CEO and chairman of
Mellonics, Iomic and Digitronics Corporation and vice president of special projects

Alto, Calif. Donald Sullivan is retired from
his construction business (now being handled by his son and daughter) but is

strongly encouraged their educational efforts.

July 1995 after 49 years of active practice as

and preservation. Harry Wenberg is retired

a family physician in Sanger, Calif.

and enjoying travel, golf, and community

president is Charmaine Williams '89. She, husband Pat '87,

who demonstrates expert knowledge, encourages student

Robert Burns is semi-retired in

embodies Jesuit educational ideals. To nominate a memo-

Houston, Texas, and will proudly celebrate

51

cation Committee, which most recently initiated the chap.ter

rable faculty member, send a letter of support to Roger

his youngest son's graduation with a mas-

development of shopping centers and

newsletter program.

Razzari Elrod, The Learning Center,

ter's degree from Texas A&M University.

University, Santa Clara, CA 95053-0640; fax 408-5542143; e-mail <relrod@scu . edu>. Deadline for nomina-

As our calendar of events indicates, this fall again provides a

tions is Oct. 26, 1998.
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Guillermo Anchondo is enjoying

"ins and outs" of managing real estate in
the United States and Mexico . Martin
Sammon MBA '63 donated bone marrow to

his brother, Roddy, who has been diag-

57

Bob Castaneda , a stockbroker in finan -

cial planning, accidentally reunited with

independent insurance agent, as advisors to

learning, challenges students to develop academically, and

Charmaine has been co-chairman of our board's Communi-

Achapter tradition

56

retirement and teaching his daughter the

former Walsh Hall roommate Bob Pellant , an

and their three energetic daughters reside in Santa Clara.

Santa Clara

ried in Los Gatos, Calif., onJan. 17. Their

still a consultant in masonry restoration

volunteer work.

42

Dave Van Etten and his wife, Mary

nosed with leukemia.

graduate teaching and to pay tribute to their parents, who
Alumni are invited to nominate an SCU faculty member

55

Ann, saw their daughter, Mary Grace, mar-

at University ofWisconsin- Madison.

41

specialist, Michelle Mullin '88. Newly elected as first vice

Kans., which manufactures products for

Frank Druding is retired in Mendocino,

had been married for 53 years.

James Giovacchini, MD retired in

ofTaylor Forge Engineered Systems in Paola,

son, David '96 , is a graduate English student

wife, Celia, who died in March 1996. They

September 11, 1998

mento for II years. He has eight grandchildren. R. Gary Kilkenny is president/owner

the oil and gas industries.

engineering business, has two grandchil-

50

a partner at BBH&K Insurance in Sacra-

John Barber has closed his consulting

years . He keeps busy with his family and

Burns Campbell mourns the loss of his

Charles Gallagher became a first-time

grandfather to Amanda Rose Gallagher-

and engineering at Ford Aerospace in Palo

vice president of marketing for Alza Corp. has a travel sched-

the "granddaddy" of chapter programs: the Redwood

December 1997 in Carson City, Nev.

fascination of pottery.

37

Bank's SBA Department, has b-e-e n an active supporter of Santa

cornucopia of activities. However, a special note is in order for

which opened a casino called SlotWorld in

experiments . He also has discovered the

Golf and Country Club and will end with a gala dinner dance .
The welcome mat is also out for those residing north of San

Stepping into the chair of president-elect is our high-tech

19 . Dennis Small is with SMATAY, Inc . ,

employee of Lockheed Martin Science and

in Aptos , Calif.

tranquility of what we know as "the Mission campus." If you are

tive for the celebration of the University's I50th anniversary.

Thomas Fast is still an on-call

Calif., residence and their vacation home

Policy, and Applied Ethics Building; the addition to the Alumni

see this exciting campus renewal program.

their 40th wedding anniversary on April

44

wife of 62 years, Ida, at their Alameda,

Future completion of the Communication, Public

32

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Roberto Gutierrez is involved in the

the same Grammy-winningjazz artist, composer, and producer in Hollywood.

residential development; around Tijuana,
Mexico .

58

52

nutrition and blue-green algae as a diet
Dallas Brock was greeted by many

Bob Daley is expanding his study of

supplement. He keeps busy with his family

relatives and friends at a surprise 70th

and four grandchildren, including the

birthday party in San Francisco on March I.

newest , John Keenan Cobb, born Nov . 20,

Walt Hubrig and his wife, Dottie, celebrated

1998
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1997. He lives with his wife, Joanne, in Los

He recently started his own business,

Gatos, Calif. Bernhard Henschke is retired,

Spadoni and Company Realty, specializing

pursues philately as a hobby, and exhibits at
stamp shows. Michael Miller retired in June

in wine country estates and vineyards.

after 31 years with Pacific Bell. Jim Pfaff will

65

retire in October after 37 years as a State

of brigadier general and appo inted

Farm Insurance agent in San Jose .

commanding general of the California

59

Ron Flynn was promoted to the rank

Marath on on Nov.

I.

ment after 32 years of active and reserve
federa l service in the U.S. Army. Kathy
Holly owns and operates Kathy Holly Music,

after 33 years at United Technologies' space

in San Francisco.

propulsion operations in San Jose but

66

remains as a part -time consultant with the

dent of tr ust and financial services at Bank

company. Thr ee of his children are SCU

of the West in San Francisco .

gr aduates : Marc '91, Kirk '89, and Jill Martig

John Dimalanta is senior vice presi-

'85 . Maj. Gen. John Crowe JD '62 is chair-

67

man of the Army Reserve Policy Board that

land. He has been "su rviving an d th riving"

advises the Secretary of the Army on matters

fo r more than half a century and looks for-

affecting reserve components . John commands the 31Ith Corps Support Command,

Dennis Woodruff practices law in Oak-

ward to many more years .

headquartered in L os Angeles, and practices

68

law in Visalia, Calif. , when not in uniform.

manager for St. Christopher School in San

Robert Pedronce lli has been the sol e pro-

J ose. She and her husband , Barney MBA

Patricia (Fagan) Brust is busin ess

'70 , saw their last child graduate from

engineering consulting b usiness in Healds-

h igh schoo l in May . Theodore Burke is an

burg, Calif., for IO years.

elected member of the National Restaur ant

Proctor lives in Cupertino, Calif., with her

children , Peggy and John. Mike is the sou th-

husband, Michael , and son, Sean. She is

er n sales consultant for LNEware5, a

a certifie d financia l planner and a manager

company dealing in d istance learning. He

with Gateway Investments.

71

1997 Person of th e Year by the Redwood

from M ichigan to the San Diego area

City - San Mateo County Chamber of

to start a private family medi cal practice.

tin guished Service Award fo r the Sequoia

72

YMCA in Redwoo d C ity, Calif. In his

ter presiden t of the Junior League of the
Palm Springs, Calif., desert community,

Beals , Martin &Associates, general con-

for 1996- 97. David "Sam" Samuelson JD '75

tractors and devel opers in Redwood City.

continues to be busy with b uilding industry

He and his wife , Cherie (Guichard) , live in

in Silicon Valley and the spiritual com-

Foster City, Calif. Randy Frakes is

munity at St. Mary's Parish i n Los Gatos ,

COO/executive vice p r esident of Pacific

Calif. Robert Steiner celebr ated the first

Partners Management Services, which

birthday of his daughter Francesca , on St.

manages p h ysician g r o u ps , i n San Mateo ,

Patrick's Day. Tony Tebbutt moved to

Calif. He and his wife , Helene (Trescony)

Atlanta as pres ident ofUCB Pharma , the

'70 , live in San Francisco . Jose Goula rt MS

U .S. affiliate of a Belgian multi-national

'71 finished h is term as ch airman of the

company. He and his wife, Karen, are

Mathematics Department of the University

enjoying the South , b u t miss their children,

of the Azores in Portugal. He will be

Heather '01 and Jason.

for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

62

Ron Ursini is the proud SCU parent of

b u siness and tax law, in Burlingame, Calif.,

Chrysalis?, which examines the origins and

since 1992 . Daniel Zorn is accounting

development of Thomistic philosophy after

manager for the C ity of Escondido in San

Vatican II. He is also a part - time philoso -

Diego County.

and Oxnard College i n the Ventura

77

County Commu nity College District. He

Obr adovich , annou nce the birth of their

73
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Carmen Callejas and h er husband,

Sandra Becic and her h u sband , Matt

resides in Sim i Valley, Cal if. Ju li e

second child, James Matthew, Oct. 7, 1997 .

(Hildinger) Nelson represented the United

T h e family resides in Hanksville, Utah.

States in the World Archery Championships

Robin (Senigaglia) Beck will celeb rate her 20th

in Istanbu l, T u rkey, in Mar ch 1997. She

anniversary wi th Aerother m Corp. in

was ranked first in women's Olymp ic-style

Mountain View, Calif. , where she is the

archery J anu ary- J une 1997 . Julie and her

manager of engineering test and analysis.

h u sband , Roy Nelson '72 , celebrated their

Rolando Gutierrez Sandez is th e general

25th wedding anniversary in August 1997.

director with AM/PM Northwestern Mexico .

The couple also owns Travel Travel , which

He lives with h is wife and three ch ildren

Julie manages , in L os Gatos, Calif. Joanna

in San Diego , Calif. Ca rol Moore retired in

(Favaro) Wil son and her husband, Jim,

1996 from the English Department at

welcomed their fift h chil d and first son,

Live Oak High School in Morgan Hill ,

Henry, Jan . 27 , 1997-Joanna is a full -time

Calif. , and has moved to Sun Lakes , Ariz.,

mother and active in school politics.

for the golf. Michael Ray has joined the

74

in Sacramento .

investment firm of Salomon Smith Barn ey
Robert Gall i was promoted to senior

vice president/regional b anking center
manager, South Bay Silicon Valley Ban k

78

business banking, in August 1997 . H is

at ConsenSys Software Corp . in San J ose .

offices are in Walnut Creek, Calif.
October 1o, 1998

75

John J. Beck Ill is director of finance

Marguerite " Peggy" Hernandez has lived in

London , England, for more than two years
R. Keith Dor sa MBA '78 and his wife,

Katherine (Griffin) '78 , look forward to

with her h u sband, Geofflde , her seven year-old daughter , and two stepchildren.

Sergio Narvaez , live in Managua, Nicar agua .

being SCU parents when their son, Michael,

She teaches at American International

Andrea (Nurre) Conway is the library cler k

starts his fres h man year in September.

University ther e and is the L ondon corre-

in a San Rafael , Calif. , elementary school.

M i chael will be a member of the Bronco

spondent for the Boston Globe. Johanna

William J. Rewak, S.J., president of Santa Clara University from 1976 to 1988, has been

She has three child ren in college, and

varsity baseball team . Their daughter,

(Schlenz) Ohlsson is the product marketing

appointed director of the Jesuit Retreat House and superior of the Jesuit Community, by

four more will be ther e in the next few years.

Beth, is 15 , and their younger son , Matthew,

manager fo r Forefront, Inc., a leading

John Privett, S.J., California Jesuit Provincial.

Rick Hagan MBA '76 managed a gro u p

is 12. Cynth ia (Ryan) Francis MA '78 is

provider of help - authoring software locat -

his own spiritual jou rney, p r ovide the
foundat ion fo r the book.

had his own law practice , specializing in

a recently published book, Out of a Kan tian

ment (OECD).

The Mascu line Spirit: Resources for Reflective Living.
mentor, as well as the wisdom gained through

Kappy (Tobin) Armstrong was the char-

spare time he is president and CEO of

L evi's USA in San Francisco.

Max's exp erience as a retreat leader and

Jeffrey Dysart , MD recently moved

He lives in San Francisco. Robert Pisano has

Duthy & Bass. Ron McCamy is the author of

phy instructor at both Moorpark College

int o Iowa. Alyn Beals MBA '71 was named

scientific co u nselor at th e Organization

Association . Tom Fanoe is president of
Max Oliva, S.J., has written a book ,

the San Francisco law firm Coblentz Patch
Moni ca "Candy" (Miodzikl Bacon·

moving on to Paris, France, to become the

prie tor of Pedroncelli Consulting, a civil

61

70

Iowa, with his wife, Carlotta, and two

Commerce. He also earned the 1997 Dis-

planning mus ic for all types of events,
Robert L. Bresniker MS '70 is retired

Mike Antonelli lives in Cedar Rapids ,

has an open door for all who "stumble"

State Military Reserve follmving his retireBart C. La ll y , MD and h is son, Bart

F. ' 85 , will run their fifth New York City

60

69

of 9- and IO - year-olds in PONY Baseball's

the only MFCC in Child and Adolescent

ed in Boulder, Colo . David D. Schmidt is a

Douglas A. Laugero CPA in Modesto, Calif.

The ret reat house ministry," he commented , "is an important one, unique for the Cali-

M u stang Division World Series held in

Services at Kaiser Permanente Medical

public affairs specialist with the U.S .

He and h is wife, Susan, live in Modesto.

fornia Province, and I'm pleased to be part of the work." He began his new post on July 31.

Irving, Texas , in August 1997. H is North

Center- Santa Teresa in San Jose.

Patrick '01. Ron is a CPA with the firm of

Rewak described the retreat house, located in Los Altos, as "a place of prayer and peace.

Born in Syracuse, N.Y., Rewak moved with his family to San Jose in his early years. He

October 1 0, 1998

64

Ken Spadoni and his wife , June , have

lived in Healdsburg, Calif. , for 20 years.

34

Environmental Protection Agency's western regional office in San Fran cisco.

attended Bellarmine College Preparatory and entered the Societ y of Jesus in 1951. After returning

the nation with a 4-1 series record, and h is

76

to Bellarmine to teach English for three years, he went on to earn an MAin theology from the

son, Ryan , racked u p three wins as a

being an SCU parent. His oldest daughter ,

Health System in Irvine, Calif. Mary

Jesuit Theologate in Toronto, Canada, and a PhD in English from the University of Minnesota.

p itcher. Rick lives in San Diego with his

Rebecca, will be a freshman in September.

Treder is with Raytheon (formerly H u ghes

During his tenure as president of SCU, Rewak was active on local and national educational

family . Stephen and Mary (Harrison) Lanctot

Roberto Gutierrez Ill is the director of business

Aircraft) do ing software configuration

boards and wrote on education and theology . After a year as visiting scholar at Harvard

live in Alameda , Calif. Mary teach es second

development in Mexico and Central

management and lives in Douglas County,

University , he became president of Spring Hill College in Mobile, Ala .

grad e at St. Joseph's. Steve is a partner at

Amer ica with Airport Group Internatio n al.

Colo . Patrick Valencia JD '83 married
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Arl ene R ozul o n May 24 . H e is with th e
Valencia a n d I pp olito l aw fi r m and
sp ecializes in cr iminal defense. Bob Williams
was h onored as Del Web b's Platinum
C lub Sal esperson of th e Year . The award
represents the top sales producer nationwide . He l ives in Scottsdale , Ariz ., with
his wife, J ami e.

81
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in Broomfield , Co lo. He lives in

Will iam Bagley Jr. and his wife, Vickie ,

welcomed a girl , Madilyn Erin , June 4 ,

1997. Their son, Matthew, just completed
sixth gr ade at St. Pancratius Cathol ic

79

Rob Adams is the practice leader of

p ensation practice in San J ose . Ro b resides
in Bu rlin gam e with h is wife, Beth , and
dau gh ter, Katie . Shannon Barrett has a real
estate b usiness in Milwaukee, Wis . She

Schoo l in Lakewood, Calif. John Co stello
married Ramona Brehm on Oct. 4, 1997,
in Mer cer Islan d , Wash . John is president

enjoys ti me with h er two ch ildr en , T aylor
(n) and B r ennan (9) . Roger Chetelat
earne d his doctorate in genetics from
UC - Davis , wh ere h e is a facu lty member
in the Department ofVegetable Crops and
curato r o f th e T omato Genetics Resource
Center. John and Christine (Adam) Cruden
welcom ed th eir fourth child , Kevin
Daniel , Dec . 24, 1997 . Wain Mailhot
ma r ried Megan Loew on J une 28, 1997 .
W ain is the western area sales man ager
at Quantu m Effect Designs in Santa C lar a .

in Lacamas V alley , Wash . Charlie Dougherty
an d his wife , Nor een , welcomed a daughter,
Erin Patricia, March go.

Rodrigo Gutierrez Sandez is th e

law firm . Maria is an attorney with the

et al. T he family lives in San Francisco.
Loredana (Maggiora) and Jose Harrison

announce the b ir th of their second dau gh -

Alexa joins her parents an d three-year -

announce the birth of N icholas Edwar d

old sister , Simonetta E len a , at the ir home
in North Andover, Mass. Bob Maguire was

Benjamin, Dec . 7, 1997 , in SanJose. Juli
Barry is completing her doctoral wor k in

American literatu re at UC - San Diego. Sh e
lives in Nevada with h er husband and two
child r en. Tom Murtha JD '85 and his wife ,
Lynn (Balling) '83 MBA '87 , wel comed a so n ,

J effrey Mich ael, July 3 , 1997 . The family
lives i n San J ose . Chris Valeriote an d h is
wife , Julie , annou nce the b ir th of their

named p ar tner at SK Consulting, the business consulting arm of Shilling & Kenyon ,
I nc. , accou nting firm . Steven Pera and his
wife, Lonnie , welcomed th eir fir st child ,
Carley Anne, Feb . 22 . Dave Sweeny has been
a co rrectional lieutenant at the California
Men's Colony State Prison in San Luis
Obispo since 1986. He and h is wife , Karen ,
live in Santa Maria \vith their daughter ,

four th ch ild an d first girl , Christina Marie ,
Dec. 18, 1997. Chris is owner ofTen·a

Stephanie, born in D ecember 1996. Chris
and Molly (Burke) Underwood announce

Nova Development, a real estate devel op-

80

partner with K n ox Ricksen , an Oakland

ter , Alexa Cristina Harrison , July IO , 1997 .

Christina (Colli) Aiello and her h u sband

ment fir m in Fairfield, Calif.

the arrival of a son , Christopher B urke ,
Jan . 14, in San Francisco .

pre si dent of th e Tijuana , Mexico , campu s
of Cetys Univer sity. He and his family live

84

in Tij u ana. Doug Kaufman and his wife,

husband , An thony , welcomed a daughter,

Jen nifer, announce the birth of their secon d child, Stephen Foster , Feb. 7 · Doug
is d ir ector of software d evelopment at

83

Frequ ency Technology in San J ose . He and

server services at Acuson. He lives in

Julia (Fischer) Bode MS '88 and h er

Katelyn A d ele, Feb . 5, 1997. J ulie is vice

October 1o, 1998

president of sales o p erations at Viasoft,

Eric Bowman is manager of worldwide

Inc. Shawna (Kirkwood) Bryant and her hus ban d , Steve, welcomed a son, Scott

Jennifer and Stephen's older broth er,

Campbell , Calif. Brian Cox MBA '90 and h is

D ouglas, June 19 , 1997. T h e family lives in

Mich ael , live in Menlo Park. Sabine (Bossaert)

wife , L iz , recently welcomed th e ir fou rth

Fresno, Calif. , wi th their six- year-o ld

Lemmo MBA '91 JD '97 lives in Los Gatos ,

child , David. Brian is a senior product man -

d aughter , Sarah. Shawna and her husband

Calif., with her husband , Rob in . She took

ager with Hewlett- Packard Co. He an d

ope r ate Bryant Production Studios, an

the California Bar Exam in February and

h i s family live in Saratoga , Calif. Eric Essig ,

audio, video, and film production co mpany ,

is cu rrently with Hewlett - Packard Co.

CPA and his ,vife , Karen , r elocated to

where sh e conti nues to wr ite and produce

Catherine (Ewers) Mariani is a product mar -

Dallas, Texas , in September \vith their son,

various projects. Ann Butter field and her

keting manager with ETM E lectromatic

Karl. Eric is regional audit manager at

partner, Linda , live in San J ose with their

in Newark , Calif. Ricardo Pineda is ch ief

GMAC . Marci (Pipia) Fernandez and her

l\vins, E rin and Elliot. Ann is business

engineer with the Califor n ia Reclamation

husband, Don , welcomed a gir l , Kayla Rae,

manager at the Waldorf School of the Pen-

Board. He lives in Sacr amento with h is

Oct. 25 , 1997. Marci is a med ia consul -

insul a, wh ere their children attend

wife , Maritza , and daughter, Vero n ica.

tant and lives in San J ose . Greg Girdner is

kindergarten . Dennis Carney and his wife ,

manager of Payless/ R ite Aid Drug Store

Veronique , welcome d a boy, David , Dec .
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Lone Bronco in the NFL

ter, Sofia E lise , Oct. 21, 1997 . J im is a

San Francisco firm of Fo r tune , D revlow,

The coup le lives with their cat and two dogs

82

Bryan Barker

Gotch JD '86 and h is wi fe , Maria Caruana ,

ann ounce the birth of their second daugh-

of Quality Restaurants Northwest , Inc .

A O N Consultin g/ Radford Associates com -

Broomfield with hi s wife , J ean, and two
sons, W illiam (n) and Rob ert (8) . Jim

Last season in a game against the powerful

semi-professional ball in Washington, request-

Pittsburgh Steelers, Bryan Barker 'B6 did some-

ing to play for the worst team to increase his

thing he rarely does- he gave the ball to some-

workload. By the time he made t he Kansas City

one on his own team. Before a packed stadium

Chiefs' roster, four games into the 199D season,

and a national television audience, Barker, the

he had been cut three times from three pro

punter fo r the Jacksonville Jaguars and the

teams. Coaches liked what they saw but doubt·

only SCU alum still in the NFL, trotted onto the

ed he could handle the intensity of t he National

field in the second quarter with the Dial-a-Down

Football League.

read ing "fourth and fifteen ." Instead of punting,

"I was told on so many occasions that I was

the former high school backup quarterback

a small-college punter who wouldn't be able to

took the St eelers by surprise, launching a spiral

handle the pressure of playing in front of BO,OOO

to teammate Dana Hall for a 22-yard gain and a

people in the National Football League, and I

first down. Barker was as delighted as the

should get a real job." Barker says. "But I knew

hometown crowd.

what I could do."

"I'm constantly bugging the coach to call

Once he got the chance to play, he immedi·

that play. I knew it was going to work perfectly

ately assuaged any fears that he couldn't han-

and it did," Barker recalls. "I was smiling the

dle the pressure of the pros. He was named a

whole t ime because it was on Monday Night

member of the All-Rookie Team, after playing in

Football. I knew everyone was watching."

only 12 games. Ironically, Barker insists that

His punts may not get as much fanfare as that throw did, but they
do earn him something more important - the respect of the football

once he did make it into the pros, he found t hat the improved turf and
wind conditions made punting easier in the NFL t han in college.

commun ity. Last year, after his eighth season in the league, Barker

Off the field his focus broadens considerably. Barker and his wife

received the highest professional accolades for his position- selection

Leah have three children, Colin, Trevor, and Kilty. The couple is heavi ly

to both the AFC Pro Bowl Team and the Associated Press All-Pro Team.

involved in community service, spending much of their time with the

One Jacksonville journalist even wrote a column suggesting Barker for

LET US PLAY! sports camp. Three years ago, Leah founded the camp to

the Jaguars' MVP in recognition of his talent for pinning the opposing

help disadvantaged gi rls realize the benefits of sports and education.

team deep in its own territory .

Since its inception, the camp has expanded to four other NFL cit ies.

For Barker, the recognition has been sweet. "After eight years in

Barker also reads frequently to local elementary school students.

the National Football League and four years getting there, it is hard t o

After the 1996 season, he was named t he Jaguars' Man of the Year in

describe how it feels," Barker says. "It's something that nobody can

recognition of his good deeds and was the first-ever recipient of his

ever take from me." [For Barker, it's the "National Football League,"

area's Boy Scouts of America Out standing Community Leader Award .

not the "NFL." Twe lve years of trying to reach the top will instill that
kind of respect.)

In the off-season, Barker works at a Porsche/Lexus/Mercedes
dealership in which he has an executive interest. Once his career is

Few would have foreseen his gridiron success back in 19B2,
Barker's freshman year at SCU. Pursuit of an education, not football,
brought him to Santa Clara. "I wasn't going to play football. But when I
got to SCU, I decided I should give it a shot as a walk-on."

over he'll become more and more involved with ca rs, both racing and
selling them.
But before he hangs up his cleats, he has some gridiron goals to meet
- another ticket back to Honolulu for next yea r's Pro Bowl and a Super

Barker received no offers for tryouts after graduation and spent

Bowl ring, j ust like those of his ex-Bronco teammate, Brent Jones 'BS.

the next four years struggling to prove himself. At one time, he played
Sam Scott '96/ives in Saratoga, Calif.
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26, 1997 . Cynthia (Bernardi) Ghielmetti and

Claire, announce the birth of their first

Megan, in Manhattan Beach, Calif. Lisa

(Matas) Chamberlain married Jon Jeffrey

lives in Los Gatos , Calif. Jenny is a finance

(Nuxoll) Moran welcomed a son, Timothy

her husband welcomed their second

child, Noah, March 13. Theresa Van Ruiten

(Aibo) Katz and her husband, Robert, wel-

Chamberlain in December 1997 in

manager at Silicon Graphics in Mountain

Patrick, Oct. 22, 1997, in Portland, Ore.

daughter, Victoria Michele, March 28,

married Kevin Sherwood on Nov. 29,

comed their first child, Peter Michael,

Charleston, S.C. They live in Washington,

View. Denise (Condry) Wager and her hus-

Tim and Stacey (Umbarger) '92 O'Neill live

1997. Brent Gilliland is a pilot with

1997, in Pleasant Hill , Calif. Theresa is a

Aug. 13, 1997. Alex Laymon and his wife,

D . C. Patrick and Julie (Giambruno) Cullivan

band , Art, announce the birth of their first

in San Diego. Tim graduated from

Continental Airlines based in Guam. He

manager of product strategy at PeopleSoft,

Lisa , announce the birth of their second

announce the birth of their second child,

child, Jackjoseph, April 24 , 1997, in

Georgetown University Medical School in

and his wife , Christina , live in Fort

Inc., in Pleasanton, Calif. The couple lives

child, Blake Alexander, Sept. 15, 1997.

Kayla Anne, Aug. 22, 1997. Julie is an

South Bend, Ind . John Wentworth married

May 1997 and is doing his three-year

Lauderdale, Fla. Heidi LeBaron-Leupp and

in Walnut Creek. Francesca (Vanderhorst)

Susan (Meckenstock) Seandel is director of

applications sales consulting manager with

Judy Bannan '91 on April 4 in Phoenix.

residency in internal medicine at Mercy

Sousa and her husband, Steven, welcomed

finance at S3 Inc. She and her husband,

Oracle Corp. The family , including two-

Michael Whalen received his master's degree

Hospital in San Diego. Stacey works for San

her husband, Jay Leupp '85, welcomed a
daughter, Madeline, Feb. 23. The family

Christian Alexander, Oct. 27, 1997. He

Steve '80, live in San Jose with their two-

year-old Ryan, lives in San Carlos, Calif.

in film and television production from

Diego County as the assistant coordinator

lives in Burlingame , Calif. Victor Leonardo,

joins five -year-old Ariana and three-year-

year-old daughter, Jessica . Steve is the SCU

Kevin Dorhout JD '91 and his wife, Deborah,

UCLA in 1994. He produces documentaries

for a hepatitis-B adult immunization pro-

MD joined the diagnostic imaging practice

old Katrina at their home in San jose.

assistant men' s basketball coach. Kara

welcomed their first child, Margaret Lee ,

for the A&E and Discovery channels and

ject. Alex Panelli received his MBA from

(Tefank) Westbrook and her husband, Kirk,

Jan . 27. Mark Isola and his wife, Jennifer,

taught a television production course dur-

Arizona State University in May. He began a

announce the birth of a son, Elliot Francis,

welcomed their first child, Megan Leigh ,

ing spring quarter at SCU.

Aug . 18, 1997. They make their home in

of Purnell Radiology in Salem, Ore. Victor
graduated from Creighton University

86

School of Medicine and has completed

Dave, announce the birth of their fourth

May 23, 1997. Elliot joins his four-year-

both his radiology residency and a body

son, Michael Richard, Dec. 16, 1997 .

old brother, Scott Hampton, at their home

Redwood City, Calif. Susan (Galli) Lola

90

imaging fellowship at Oregon Health

Susan stays at home to care for Michael and

in SanJose.

works in human resources at DNA Systems

her husband , Steven, welcomed their first

the southern region operations manager

Sciences University in Portland. He lives in

his brothers: eight-year-old Oran, six-

Corp. in Menlo Park, Calif. She and her

child, Nolan Armas, Sept. 19, 1997. Kevin

with TME, Inc., a medical radiology com-

Susan (Bona) Arms and her husband,

position as a senior analyst with HewlettPackard Co. in Santa Rosa, Calif., inJuly.

Kristi (Markkula) Bowers MBA '97 and

Jeff Williams lives in Tampa, Fla. , and is

Salem with his wife, Vikkie, and sons

year-old Steven, and three-year-old Kevin .

87

husband, Jeff, welcomed a son, Jordon,

and Anna (Del Gesso) Gard announce the

pany. Georgette (George) Winton graduated

Michael (six) and David (two) . Heather

Their home is in San Mateo , Calif. Joanne

announce the birth of their first child, Jack

June II, 1997. Fred Nurisso and his wife,

birth of their first child, Abigail Murphy ,

from the University of the Pacific School of

(Browne) Ryan and her husband welcomed

(Heister) Cohen and her husband, Daniel,

William, Oct. 29, 1997. Pam Benson and

Tammy, welcomed a son , Matthew Robert ,

Nov. 20, 1997, in Philadelphia . Kathleen

Pharmacy in 1994 with a doctor of pharma-

their fourth child, Thomas Gray, Nov.

have opened their own law firm, Cohen

her husband, Vince Alvarado, welcomed a

Dec. 10, 1997. Patty O'Connor Perrone and

Harrington married Chris Nielson in

cy degree . She married]. Michael Winton in

6, 1997 . He joins eight-year-old Mary

& Cohen, in La Mesa, Calif. Joanne has two

boy, Griffin Richard, June IO, 1997.

her husband, Brian, announce the birth of

December 1996 and is now pursuing her

April 1996. They welcomed a daughter,

Margaret, six-year-oldjohn Francis, and

daughters, six-year-old Tikva and three-

Tom Copriviza and his wife, Leann, welcomed

their first child, Shannon Colleen, Oct.

doctorate in psychology at the University

Sophia, Jan. 21. Georgette is a staff pharma-

four-year-old Matthew McGarry . Victoria

year-old Ariel. Pete Collins and his wife ,

their second child, John Ross, April 1997.

29. 1997. Dennis and Angela (Lauer) Polk

of Georgia . Christina (Beauchamp) Hinojos

cist for Long's Drugs and lives with her

Sanches married Maj. Warren Hoy, U.S.

Moya, welcomed a daughter, Sara

The family lives in Aptos , Calif. Michael

welcomed Kate lin Alexandra, March 5,

married Richard Hinojos on Oct. 25,

family in Fresno , Calif.

Eric Barrett and his wife, Katia,

Army, at Mission Santa Clara on Jan . 24.

Elizabeth, Jan. 14 . Arthur De Lorimier and

Elam and his wife, Kymberly (Moulton) '88,

in San Mateo , Calif. Lisa (Stroh) Steinmann

1997. She is a sales manager with Evenstar,

They make their home in Marietta, Ga .

his wife , Catherine (Bueno) '87, celebrated

welcomed Natalie Grace, June 28, 1997 ·

and her husband, Bob, announce the

Inc., in Santa Clara . Sherilyn (Fukuji) mar -

92

Dennis Riley and his wife, DeMarais, wel-

the first birthday of their third child ,

Christine Hennesy-Maulsby and her husband

birth of their second child, Greta

ried Gregg Kimura on March 7· The cou-

conductor in Sunnyvale, Calif. , as a product

Josephine, Sept. 6, 1997. The family lives

ple lives in Honolulu. Karen (Nurisso)

marketing manager and lives in San Mateo.

Morris and her husband, Tim, celebrated

Jaymi (Khang) and Christopher Bauer wel-

Michael Andrews is at Orbit Semi-

comed a daughter, Lucille "Lucie"

Joseph, on Jan . 7· Arthur is now a fellow in

welcomed their second son , Ryan Chris-

DeMarais, Jan . 16. Issac and Maria (Nash)

pediatric gastroenterology at Walter Reed

topher, Nov. 24, 1997, in Louisville, Colo.

'86 Vaughn announce the birth of

Army Medical Center in Washington , D.C.

Virginia (Simpson) Mahoney and her hus-

Jacqueline Marianna, Oct. 24 , 1997. The

Laura (Thompson) and Tom Donohue

band, Shaun, welcomed their second child,

89

family resides in Santa Clara.

announce the birth of Matthew Thomas,

Patrick Fitzgerald, Feb .

Nov. 25,1997. He joins his two sisters,

Dunwoody, Ga . Jon Meyers is the resource

five-year-old Megan and two-year-old Sarah.

development coordinator for Mercy

Instruments in San Jose . He and his wife,

his wife , Lisa (Secan) '91, have been living in

Emily (Saarenas) Hiatt live in Kirkland,

Tom is vice president of finance and

Housing Idaho, a nonprofit affordable

Victoria, enjoy spending time with their

Tokyo, Japan, for the past two years . John

Wash . , with their baby daughter, Samantha

daughter and live in Santa Clara. Valencia

is with Andersen Consulting in the retail

Ryan. John Kawamoto is a software engineer

85

Bart Lally married Annemarie

Conroy in 1996 on St. Patrick's Day in San

I.

They live in

in Kirkland , Wash.

the first birthday of their sqn , Zachary

comed a son, Joseph Christopher, Jan . 3,

Owen, in December 1996. Zachary, his

in Seattle . Katy (Olivas) and Kevin Blair

officer in the U.S. Air Force, is product

parents, and three - year-old sister, Kiely,

welcomed a son, Ryan Louis, Jan. 16. The

development manager at KLA-Tencor

live in San Ramon, Calif. John Strain and

family lives in Bothell, Wash . Eric and

Dean Dupuy, after eight years as an

i

Francisco , where they make their home .

administration with Business Information

housing provider , and is development

Bart and his father, Bart C. '59, MD will

Technology in Concord, Calif. Melissa

officer for Northwest Children's Home .

Fairley married Greg Borders in November

division, and Lisa is with Morgan Stanley as

for the Internet search engine Excite and

run their fifth New York City Marathon

Finocchio Burdekin JD '90 married John

He lives in Boise with his wife, Wendy, and

1995· Valencia obtained an MBA in 1991

a trainer/ editor.

lives in San Francisco. Stefan Long was pro -

last autumn. He now works at a new

Burdekin in October 1996. The couple

two sons. Margie Powers received a master's

from Howard University and is a consul -

husband, Larry , announce the birth

welcomed a boy on March 18 . Melissa is

degree in social work and public health

tant for PeopleSoft, Inc . They live in the

91

of their first daughter, Danielle, July 14,

an attorney practicing technology litigation

from Columbia University in February.

Washington, D.C . area. Serena Mraz-

Cowan MS '89 at Mission Santa Clara on

assignment in London, England, and enjoys

at Cooley Godward , LLP, in Palo Alto ,

Jeff Rianda and his wife, Amy, welcomed a

Gernhard, MD and her husband, Chris -

May 24 , 1997. Mara is manager of cus-

living abroad . Eric and Nancy (Piepho)

Treatment Holdings, Inc . , a public health-

Calif. Marianne (Lynch) and Dennis Fraher

second son, Gabriel, Dec . I, 1997.

topher, announce the birth of a boy,

tomer service with Firstlink Communi-

Rickert announce the birth of a son, Alex

care management company. The family

announce the birth of Kevin Eugene,

cations in Portland , Ore. Mark is a soft-

Shea, Feb . 13 . The family lives in Seattle.

lives in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. David Lesyna

June 14, 1997. He joins his brothers

88

Nicholas Gernhard , Feb. 12. Serena is a
physician at UC-San Francisco. Jenny

ware design engineer with Tektronix in

Ken Schwartz married Dilcia Teran in

and his wife, Waylan , announce the birth

Conor, Sean, and Ryan , and his sister ,

band , Michael, announce the birth of their

(Steen) Teresi married Todd Teresi on

Wilsonville, Ore. The couple makes their

Caracas, Venezuela, on Dec. 27, 1997· The

second child, a daughter, March 14. Tina

Sept. 6, 1997, in San Diego . The couple

home in Sherwood. John and Christine

couple lives in Palm Bay, Fla. Mike Wallis is

on Nov .

I.

Lisa (Benoit) Levinson and her

1997 . Lisa is the CFO for Cancer

of their third child, Laura Anne, Sept. 23,

Lisa (Fietta) Casaccia and her hus-

moted to manager at Andersen Consulting
Mara (Eddis) Cowan married Mark

1997. Thomas Marcel , DDS and his wife ,
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an associate producer in product develop-

Calif., and both work in the film industry.

Summer 1997. Amy worked on community

on staff. Jim Tamm JD is a senior adminis-

ment with Sega in Redwood City, Calif. He

Aaron Shelby married Brooke Shank on

improvement projects with 12 other North

trative law judge at the California Public

lives in Faster City.

March 7 in Austin , Texas. The couple lives

American volunteers. Michael McDonald is

Employment Relations Board. Jim has

completing a year- long volunteer effort with

in Dallas. Jued Wurzbach married David
Lipowitz in June 1997. She completed her

October 1o, 1998

93

Jennifer (Roybal) Andrews lives in San

Mateo, Calif., and works at Whisper
Communications in Sunnyvale as an applications engineer . Stefania Capovilla
married Ken Miller on Sept. 6, 1997, in
Santa Barbara, Calif. Stefania is a manager
at Ernst & Young in Palo Alto. Their home
is in SanJ ose. Jane Lucero married Scott
Wulf '95 at Mission Santa Clara in January.
Jane is finishing her master's degree in
public administration at San Jose State Uni versity and works at State Compensation
Insurance Fund. Scott is a computer programmer at Automation Technology, Inc.,
in SanJose. They live in Santa Clara.
Christian Pama married Jenny Lin '95 on July
19, 1997, at Mission Santa Clara. The couple lives in Palo Alto, Calif. Curtis Raft,
DDS graduated from Creighton University
School of Dentistry in May 1997 and is
practicing in San Fran cisco's Sunset District.

94 Shelley Carriere has returned from
Amsterdam, Holland, where she spent a
year selling software to the financial market
in London, England. She is now a corporate account representative with Rational
Software in Santa Clara. Terri Felix is in
her third year at Stanford University School
of Medicine. Stephanie (Barnes) Ghinn and
her husband, Daniel, announce the birth
of a daughter, Alexandra Danielle Winifred,
Feb. 18. Alexandra visited E~gland and
Ireland in April with her family and was
baptized in Ireland. Stephanie is now
a full - time mother. Jeanne Kennedy is a
product marketing engineer with Applied
Materials in Santa Clara . She lives in Palo
Alto. Dan Parker recently married Jasmine
St. Claire. The couple resides in Burbank,

40

1

the Jesuit Volunteer Corps in Omak,

consulted extensively for 10 years in the
field of conflict resolution and labor-

master' s degree in sociology from Colo -

Wash. Minda Sanchez is a field representa-

management cooperation throughout the

rado State University in August 1997 and

tive for Assemblywoman Debra Bowen in

United States and Canada. He is currently

works as a marketing assistant at Spindle

Torrance, Calif. She lives in Carson.

Press, a children's book publishing com -

working on conflict resolution projects in
China and Mexico. He has published several

pany in Denver. She and her husband

articles on collaborative negotiations and

live in Westminster, Colo.

has mediated more than 15 major school

GRADUATE ALUM N I

95 Joe Clark is an inside sales represen -

strikes throughout California. For the
spring semester, Jim returned to Santa

tative with ShareData in Santa Clara.

Clara's School of Law to team-teach a

He lives in San Francisco. Jennifer Cummins
and Matt Desmond were married on Oct.

66

course in public sector law with Joe Wiley
Harvey Mains, Sr. MBA will celebrate

JD '78. Jim and his wife , Kathy (McCarty)

12, 1996, at Mission Santa Clara. They live

three generations of Mains with MBA

MS '72, celebrated their 26th wedding

in Belmont, Calif. Jennifer teaches second

degrees , including his son, Harvey Jr. MBA

anniversary in July.

grade at St. Elizabeth Seton School in Palo

'69 , and his grandson, Jeffrey, who will

Alto. Matt is a mechanical engineer with

soon complete graduate school.

PE Applied Biosystems, a biotech firm in
Foster City. Ava Eugenio received her

68 Edward Thompson MBA is with Fujitsu

master's degree in education in December

Limited in San Jose. He and his wife, Gail,

1997 from Indiana University. She is a

live in Palo Alto.

curriculum development specialist for the
Agency for Instructional Technology, writing math lessons posted over the Internet

70

76 Virginia Amos Moody MBA recently
retired from Boeing as an internal audit
manager. She is enjoying her leisure time
with her husband, Gordon.

pleted his doctorate of applied management

Brian J. Back JD is a Ventun County

Municipal Court judge. He lives in
Camarillo, Calif. Diane Pelosi Saign MA is

for home schoolers. Leanna (Porter) Hobson

at Colorado Technical College. The

CEO of Catholic Charities of Santa

marriedJason Hobson on Aug. 23, 1997·

accomplishment caps 30 years of project,

Clara County, the primary human-services

She works at Spectrum Distributors, Inc.,

product , and general management in the

arm of the Diocese ofSanJose .

as a commercial sales representative. They

environment, energy, and telecommunica-

live in Missoula, Mont.

tions fields. He is the product development
manager of call center voice products for

79

Patricia Cousins JD is a civil litigation

attorney with Machado & Cousins in

96 Ensign Gray Dawson completed the

Modesto , Calif. Sue McKinney JD has been

Officer Indoctrination Course in August

Colorado Springs, Colo.

living and working in Saigon, Vietnam, for
the past four years. She is an independent

Center, Newport, R.I. Robin Moore teaches

72

first grade at Proctor Elementary School in

business and is a free - lance novelist and

Castro Valley, Calif. Rachel Olsen works at a

poet. His second novel, False Pretense, can

small animal practice in Newcastle , Wash.

be found at <www.1stbooks.com>.

She lives in Seattle. Karen (Fuller) Rees and
her husband, Evan, announce the birth of

Joel Chasen MBA is retired from

74 Rosario Ungstad MA became a first-

business development consultant for both

counsel for Warsitz Enterprises, Inc., an
alternative energy company based in

with the Fremont [Calif.] Unified School

ney capacity, was part of the international

District.

campaign to save the life of Texas death
row inmate Karla Faye Tucker. He is also a

with Global Volunteers in the Blue Moun-

20 years with the Almaden Institute , a

tain community of Hagley Gap , Jamaica, in

group practice with 14 licensed therapists
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Susan Fairey MA, MFCC is celebrating

College in San Jose. Matthew Foley MS and

(Sutton) Van Cleve JD practices law in

his ,vife, Kathleen (Geraci) '80, announce

Redwood City and San Jose 'vith an empha-

the birth of t\vin sons, Brendan Joseph and

sis on estate planning and taxation.

AlexJames, Oct. 10, 1997. Ed Healy MBA is

83

general manager of the Magnetic Storage
Susan (Feldsted) Halman JD and her

Division at Cirrus Logic. He lives in

husband welcomed their second child ,

Boulder , Colo., with his wife, Mary, and

David Thomas, Dec. 23, 1996. Susan is

their children , Callie , Mi~hael, and Meg.

managing partner at Larson & Burnham, a

Debra Low-Skinner MS was ordained an

6o-attorney civil litigation defense law

Episcopal priest on Dec. 27, 1997 . On July

firm based in Oakland. Philip Terzian MBA

I, she became the new curate at All Saints'

started his own business in 1990 to test

Episcopal Church in Carmel, Calif., and

SCU's MBA curriculum and finds things

works as a systems engineering specialist at

going well.

Lockheed Martin Missiles and Space.

84 Alan Inouye MBA received his doctor-

92

ate from UC-Berkeley in 1997. He is now

Chris, welcomed a boy, Kyle Daniel

Michele Hales JD and her husband ,

in Washington, D.C., at the National

Cameron, on Aug. 27, 1997. Kyle's bro-

Research Council, Computer Science and

ther, Cody , is three years old. Michele is
an associate at Hales , Hales and Etienne in

85 William Cox MS married Marcia Kay

San Jose. The family lives in Hollister.
Jonathan Allan Klein JD has joined with

Stein on Oct. 26, 1997, in Saratoga, Calif.

partners from Steefel, Levitt & Weiss to

He is a senior engineering manager with

form Kelly , Herlihy , Advani & Klein, a

California Eastern Laboratories in Santa

nine-attorney firm \vith offices in San

Clara. The couple lives in Cupertino.

Francisco and Los Angeles . He and his ,vife,

education for Sequoia Union High School
District. She lives in Milpitas, Calif.

86 Carol Surrell MA is the site human
resources manager for the software and
services group of Hewlett-Packard Co.

published poet who performs readings
at local venues .

Let us know what you've been doing
since graduation -career moves,
marriage, children, anything you would

Thelen, Marrin , Johnson & Bridges. He

1997. Their home is in Santa Fe, N.Mex.

75

opment at Palmer West Chiropractic

Attorney' s Office for seven years. P. Diana

80 Stephen Wetlesen JD is general
Sunnyvale, Calif. Stephen, in a nonattor-

Silicon Valley. Amy Gough spent two weeks

director of enrollment services and devel -

Roseville, Calif. Lisa has been with the U.S.

88 Timothy Pierce JD is a partner at

time grandfather in May. He is still teaching

Brittany Ford is an editor for MCA in

Karin Butters MA was promoted to

Luevano in October 1997. They live in

American and international clients .

their first child, Zachary Boccardo , July 15 ,

97

91

Sharon Swendell MA is director of adult

MCI. He and his wife, Cathleen, reside in

1997 at the Naval Education and Training

Lisa (Ridge) Luevano JD married Louie

Telecom Board.

77
Donald Shanfelt MBA recently com-

81

like fellow graduates to know about

relocated to the Los Angeles office to
assist with the firm's efforts to expand con -

your life. Because of accuracy concerns,
please send us typewritten copy
by mail or fax, or contact us by e-mail.
Direct all correspondence to: Class

struction practice in that area.

Notes Editor, Santa Clara Magazine,

89 David Loo MS is part of the technical

Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA

staff with the physical vapor deposition core
engineering department at Applied Materials.

1999 issue is November 2, 1998.

comed Kendal Yukiko, Aug. 28, 1997 .
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e-mail <araimundo@scu.edu>.
Deadline for the Winter [February)

Tim Takeda MBA and his wife , Vivian, wel-
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Tiffany Welch Klein JD , both work in San
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World War II. Owner of Connolly Pacific

more than 30 years . He was an avid sup -

Francisco . Tiffany is an associate with

Construction for more than 50 years , he

porter of SCU and was named Santa

Gordon & Rees LLP .

was a member of St. Barnabas Church ,

Claran of the Year by the Los Angeles

Virginia Country Club , and Southern

Chapter of the Alumni Association in

California Seniors . His wife , Anita " Pat" ;

1994 . He is survived by his wife of 57 years,

fornia after a two - year tour in Okinawa ,

sonsjohnjr. , Peter, and Paul ; and eight

Barbara; daughters Kathleen Parades '65,

Japan. Lt . Cmdr. Green is a mission direc-

grandchildren survive him.

Diane, Barbara Andrews '72 , Anne Martens ,

93

Richard Green MBA returned to Cali-

tor at Naval Weapons Test Squadron ,

and Maribeth Bloch; sons john, Terry ,

NAS Point Mugu , Calif. He resides in

31

Camarillo with his two children. Steven

Pedro, Calif. Vince was a lifetime resident

Howard MS works for Nokia Mobile Phones'

of San Pedro and played varsity football

R&D Center. Steven lives in San Diego

and baseball for San Pedro High School.

39

He was the first athlete in San Pedro to

Santa Clara . Delbert was a native of Santa

make All-Bay League and be elected a char-

Clara. He was a life member of the

ter member . He attended SCU on a foot -

Musicians Union Local 153. Mter attend-

Susan Yep , welcomed a daughter , Paige , in

ball scholarship and played for four years.

ing SCU he served in World War II and

November I997· Chris is the quality man-

In 1927 he played in the Broncos' first

returned to Santa Clara . Until his retire-

with his wife , Debbie , and daughter , Hope .

94

Chris Pearson MBA and his wife ,

Vince Carresi , Feb. 8 , 1998, in San

Tom, and Stephen ; and I2 grandchildren.
His son, Frank, preceded him in death.

Delbert L. Silva , Feb. 15, 1998, in

bowl game, the Hula Bowl. Mter graduat-

ment, he was a postal employee in San

at Raychem Corp. in Menlo Park.

ing Vince worked as a longshoreman

Jose. He is survived by his wife , Doris

Julia (Cochrane) Soderbery JD married

and coached the union' s football team , the

(Alves); sisters Laverne and Frances;

Blue Tide. In 1941 he was recruited by

nephews Tom , Roscoe Smith , and Richard

Robert Soderbery in August 1997. Julia

Banning High School in Wilmington ,

Marsh; and nieces Lizabeth Tasker and

is a corporate lawyer for Gray Cary in Palo

Calif., where he coached football , baseball,

Patricia Farrell.

Alto , Calif. Fariborz Teymourtash MBA is

and track. He transferred to Carson High
School in 1963 and taught corrective

40

Bindco Corporation , a provider of turnkey

physical education until his retirement. In

Menlo Park , Calif. A native of Salinas ,

software manufacturing and distribution

1988 San Ped r o honored him as one

Calif., Milton had a long career with his

services , in Redwood City, Calif.

of the top roo athletes from the area for

family ' s Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company

Elisabeth Moulthrop MA in September

Milton C. Molinari, Feb . 5, 1998 , in

the town's centennial celebration. Vince

there and in San Benito and Santa Cruz

was a member of the Marine Clerks Union

counties. He was a veteran of World War II

will start her second year of an internship

Local 63 , the Dalmatian American Club,

and served in the U.S. Army in Italy,

with Bill Wilson Center. She lives in San

and San Pedro Elks Lodge No. 966. His

attaining the rank of captain . He and his

Jose . Tom MBA and Ann (Mcinnis) '86 Lewczyk

wife, Miriam, and his brother , John ,

wife, Phyllis , enjoyed traveling extensively

welcomed their third child, William , Feb.

preceded him in death. He is survived by a

before he suffered a stroke in 1994. Milton

12 . He joins his sisters , Kathleen and Laura,

daughter, Claire Betar; three grandchil-

was a member of the Monterey County

at their home in San jose.

dren ; a great-granddaughter; a nephew;

Swiss Rifle Club , Monterey County Swiss

and several great-nieces and nephews.

American Club, and the California-

97

Arindam Mukherjee MBA is a manager at

Global Information Technology, LSI Logic.

33

Nevada Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Association,
Vincent Palomares , july r8 , 1997 , in

Seal Beach , Calif.

36
DEATHS

among other organizations . He leaves
behind his wife , Phyllis; daughters Cecilia
and Veronica ; stepdaughter, Laury Graves;
sister, Marilyn Clifton , and her husband,

Frank Doherty , March 28, 1998.

Frank was a native of La Canada , Calif. He

Jack ; sister- in - law, Adrienne McKeown ,

graduated from SCU with a degree in

and her husband, Andy; two nieces; three

engineering and went on to a 58 - year career

28

as an attorney, including service as an FBI

nephews ; and a great-nephew.

41

Long Beach, Calif. John was a veteran of

Baseball coach , where he managed teams

Watsonville , Calif.

the Army Corps of Engineers during

for his children and grandchildren, lasted

42

1
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town University's School ofF oreign Service
and the U .S. Merchant Marine Academy,
Kings Point , Long Island. He served as a
U .S. Navy lieutenant during World War II ,
navigating with the Fifth Amphibious Fleet,
South Pacific area . Marten was past presi-

19 9 8

president of the Fay Improvement
Company , and vice president of Ritchie
Commercial Real Estate Company. He is

Lloyd F. Alaga, June 7 , 1997 , in

Ranch subdivision in Christian Valley. He

participate in their children's education.

enjoyed traveling and visited Europe,

While at SCU he enlisted in the Army Air

the Middle East , the Mediterranean, and

Forces , where he served as a clerk at a pilot

Australia, among other places . Jim main-

training school in Utah . He met his wife,

tained his Catholic faith throughout his life

Virginia Bertolucci , on a blind date, and

and regularly contributed to the growth

they were married in 1949 . Joseph retired

of his church and its schools. He is survived

in 1984 but continued to enjoy working

by his wife , Carol ; sons James Paul and

with the Christian Brothers alumni and the

John 'Jay"; daughter , Joanna Marie Guard;

St. Vincent de Paul Society in Presentation

stepchildren Linda Bogle , Joyce Hunt ,

Parish. He is survived by his wife , Virginia ;

Steven Bogle , and Christie Brann; six

daughter and son - in- law , MaryAnn and

grandchildren and six step - grandchildren ;

Gregory Mason '83; and two grandchildren ,

and a niece , Jackie Keeler. His brother ,

Blake Mason and Dana Mason.

Robert, preceded him in death.

49

survived by his wife of 54 years, Nancy Fay;
children Ann Fay Barry, Mark Dismas
Barry, Joan Bernstein, Kate Robinson,
Marten Jr. , and Lisa Hamilton Barry ;
16 grandchildren ; and several nieces and
nephews. His sister , Elisabeth McDonough ,
preceded him in death.
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James Francis Jacobs , Oct. ro, 1997 ,

was born in San Francisco and moved to
Auburn , where he graduated from Placer
Union High School. At SCU he was a student manager for the football program

43

Mortimer C. McCarthy, Feb. II , 1998 ,

contact with players and classmates over the
years. Mter graduation he returned to

in Greenbrae , Calif. , after a brief ill -

Marysville, he graduated from Marysville
High School and Yuba College , serving

Francisco, where he graduated from St.

as student body president at each. H e served

Ignatius College Preparatory. A veteran of

in World War II as an Army Air Forces

World War II, he was a 45 - year resident

bombardi er . He earned his bachelor's

of Marin County , Calif. , and a member of

degree from SCU and returned to Marys -

the International Right ofWay Association.

ville , where he joined Galligan Brothers

He is survived by his wife of 52 years ,

Insurance Agency with his father and

Beverly ; children Patricia Boitano ,

uncle . He served as the company's presi -

Christine Clifford , Mark, Michelle

dent and CEO for 47 years . In 1968 Bert

Brown , and Terrence; eight grandchil-

was appointed to the Marysville City

dren ; and brother, Cornelius.

Council and served 10 years ; he was re-

45

elected in 1980 . During that time he was
Bernard Silva , Sept. 16 , 1997, after a

Company. In 1947 he established the
Jacobs Distributing Company, a beer and
beverage wholesale business, and built
warehouses in Placerville, Truckee , and
Lake Tahoe , Calif. , establishing himself as
an independent businessman. He served
two terms on the Auburn City Council in
the 1950s and was the city's mayor for
two terms. In 1959 Jim moved to Hawaii,
where he worked for the Honolulu Paper
Company . In 1972 he opened his own
business, Wholesale Office Furniture ,

years were divided between Hawaii and
Auburn, where he developed the Double]

mayor of the city twice, in 1972 and 1977.

seven - year battle with Alzheimer's disease.

He was a member of the Knights of

48

served as president of the Rotary Club

Auburn to run his family ' s wholesale beverage business , The A.W. Kenison

Robert "Bert" M. Galligan, March I ,

1998 , in Marysville , Calif. A native of

ness. Marty was born and raised in San

under Coach Buck Shaw. He maintained

which he sold five years later. His later

agent. His service as a La Canada Junior

John Connolly , March 5, 1998, in

fourth-generation SanJose resident. After
graduating from SCU he attended George -

in Auburn , Calif. , of a heart attack. Jim

vice president of worldwide operations with

96

Marten Barry, April 8 , 1998. He was a

dent of the Hillsborough Racquet Club, vice

ager of the Marketing Services D epartment

95
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Columbus , Marysville , Council No. r869 ,
Joseph T. McNett , July 3, 1997 , in

Sacramento of congestive heart failure . A

of Marysville, and received the Paul Harris

graduate of Christian Brothers High

Fellow Award . He served on the St. Joseph

School, where he was a boarding student, he

Parish Council and was president of the

returned to teach there after graduating

American Cancer Society, the local chapter

from SCU . He taught for two years before

of the Red Cross, the Yerba-Sutter Board

moving on to the Sanjuan [Calif.] School

ofUnderwriters , and Peach Tree Golf and

District to teach at Arcade , Dyer- Kelly, and

Country Club. He also served 35 years on

D el Paso Manor schools . He became prin-

the board of directors of Rideout memo-

cipal of Mission Avenue Elementary School,

rial Hospital , United Communities Medical

where he remained for 30 years. He was

Services, and the Fremont - Rideou t

known for his innovations , including estab-

Health Group. Survivors include his wife ,

lishing Mission Avenue as one of the first

Shirley ; son, Michael; two daughters ,

schools in the area to allow open enrollment

Patricia and Sharon; brother, Earl ; and

and a requirement that all parents of

one granddaughter . He was preceded in

enrolled students sign a contract agreeing to

death by his son, Robert.
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Lester A. Tikvica, Feb.

7, I998, in

Mountain View, Calif. A native of Sunnyvale, Calif., he 'yas a member of several
organizations, including the Church of the

Class Notes

IClassNotesl

I

D avidovitz; sons Donald and Kenneth;

his wife , Doris ; his mother, Emma; two

She traveled to the Philippines in I996,

Cupertino, Calif. His wife , Frances; daugh -

stepsons John Haskell and Richard Haskell;

daughters , Gail Naftzger and Beth Dwyer;

where she completed a month of service

ters Mary Huff and Karen Holtermann;

stepdaughters Sheri Johnson, Juliana

and two grandchildren.

\vith the De La Salle Christian Brothers

sons Robert , Paul , Thomas, and Stephen ;

Religious Community. Ann served on the

and II grandchildren survive him .

Mahlman , and Beth Bruzzone; brother,
Milton; and 2I grandchildren.

Resurrection. He is survived by his brother
Raymond and his wife , Jacqueline; brother
· Nicholas and his wife, Marilyn; sister
Irene Jones and her husband , Earle; and
many nieces and nephews and great nieces and nephews.

SQ

William P. Mazzetti Sr. , April

27 ,

I998, in San Francisco, after a long, valiant
battle with kidney disease. Born in San
Francisco, he graduated from St. Ignatius
College Preparatory there. Mter serving
in the U . S . Navy during World War II, he
graduated from SCU with a degree in electrical engineering. He was licensed as a professional engineer in I2 states and founded
Mazzetti and Associates , a national engineering and consulting firm . He retired as
chairman in I996. The firm's significant
projects included the Pare 55 and Stanford
Court hotels and the original relighting
of the Palace of Fine Arts , all in San
Francisco . He served as technical representative to the State of California's Board
of Registration for Professional Engineers
from I986 to I992 · William was a longtime member of the Presidio Golf Club and
fundraiser for SCU's School of Engineering.
He is survived by daughters Claudia and

and many nieces and nephews . His wife ,
Florence, preceded him in death.

52

Elliott Rudee, Oct.

I7, I997 , in

Nevada City, Calif. A native of San
Francisco , Elliott graduated from SCU
with a degree in electrical engineering and
was co-owner of Leddy Associates Inc .
in Mountain View, Calif. He retired to
Nevada City in I988 , enjoyed photography
and gardening, and was president of the
Pinecrest Owners Association . He is survived by his wife, Ann ; daughter, Lori

44

6, I998, in

54

SCU alumni board, the St. Francis of
Assisi Parish Council, and the board

74

Jusuf Muin MS , Jan.

of directors for Friends of LEO (La Sallian
Education Opportunity), a group that

75

Born and raised in Rawlins, Wyo ., Dick

Sacramento for 3I years, he was a member

brings educational opportunities to inner-

1998, in San Jose. Born in New York City,

graduated from SCU with a degree in politi -

of the Sacramento Rotary Club, Piemonte

city children. Survivors include her hus-

he moved to San Francisco with his family

cal science. He served two years as a U.S.

Reale Benevolent Society, and Golden

band of 27 years, Eugene; two daughters,

when he was young. At I3 he entered St.

The Rev. Nicholas Farana MA, March 8,

Seniors Slo-Pitch Softball Club of Sacra -

Katey (Dallosto) Shinn '93 and Karolyn

then returned to Wyoming to study law.

menta. He also was an active member of

Sus ann Dallosto '98; and sisters Mary

Calif. Mter graduation from St. Patrick's

He served a year as an assistant attorney

St. Joseph's Parish of Clarksburg, Calif.

Chapman, Susan Taylor, and Peggy Boito.

Seminary in Menlo Park, Calif., he was

Army field artillery officer in I954 and I956,

Joseph's Preparatory Seminary in Los Altos ,

ordained Sept. 23 , 1944, at St. Mary's

His sons Christopher and Paul; daughters

Commission and State Board of Equaliza-

Allyn Feci Clark and Laurie Smith; several

65

tion before going into private practice . In

nieces and nephews; and six grandchildren

I998 , after a long struggle with Alzheimer's

was assigned to St. Peter's, St. Francis's,

Rawlins he also served as justice of the peace

survive him.

disease . Matty, as he was known to many

and St. Paul's parishes, all in San Francisco ,

and assistant county and prosecuting attorney . He moved to Cheyenne , Wyo . , where

59

he again maintained a private practice and

Mountain View, Calif. He was a native of

I. Benjamin Frasse, Aug.

I , I997, in

I2 ,

Cathedral in San Francisco. Father Farana

friends, was born and raised in Hawaii and

as well as California parishes in Modesto ,

graduated from Punahou School in

Fairfax, and Stockton . He was the founding

Honolulu. He earned his undergraduate

pastor of the Church of the Resurrection in

served three separate terms in the Wyoming

San Jose and a member of the Sainte Claire

degree from the University ofWashington

Sunnyvale, Calif. During his time there he

House of Representatives and three terms as

Club. He is survived by his daughters Ann

and was president of the UW chapter of

received a master's degree in counseling

Cheyenne Municipal Juvenile Court judge.

Stowe and Peggy; mother, Mary (Cribari);

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity during his senior

psychology from SCU, a doctor of ministry

He served as Wyoming public service com-

sister , Elizabeth; and numerous cousins.

year. He served as an officer in the U.S.

in pastoral theology from the Jesuit School

Navy in World War II and again in Korea.

of Theology in Berkeley, and a doctor of

missioner from March I977 until his retirement in 1995. He is survived by his wife,

65

He was a senior contract administrator at

philosophy in clinical psychology from the

Ruth; son, Rob Coughenour; daughters

in Berkeley, Calif., after a year-long battle

Electric Power Research Institute in Palo

Psychological Studies Institute in Palo Alto ,

Rhonda Backus, Suzanne Kempler, Diane ,

with lymphoma and complications with

Alto, Calif., retiring in I987 . Always active

Calif. His last assignment was as the director

Ann (Carr) Dallosto, Feb .

23 , I998,

Carolyn , and Teresa Wagenseller ; I2

viral pneumonia . Ann grew up in Sacra-

in sports, he was a founder and member of

of the Propagation of the Faith, Holy

mento , where she attended Loretto High

Fremont Hills Country Club. He was also

Childhood and Catholic Relief. Services

School. She followed in the footsteps of

active in Little League , once coaching a

were held in the Mission Office of the

and Sarah ; his first wife, Betty (Blanchard);

her grandfather; four uncles; and father,

team, the Santa Clara Sheriffs, to a first-

Diocese ofSanJose.

brother , Ed; and sister , Kay Martin.

James Carr '34 , in attending SCU, and she

place position in Palo Alto for the season .

55

Donald A. Giampaoli, March

23, I998, in

Virginia, of cancer. A native of San Jose ,

75

Mimi; sons John and James; and seven

1998, in Discovery Bay, Calif. , after a

master's degree from the Administrative

grandchildren.

lengthy illness. A native of Boise , Idaho,

in Moraga, Calif. Ann taught in school

Korea. Upon his return, he worked for the
Associated General Contractors of America

districts in Santa Cruz and Davis, Calif.
When her daughters were young, she

67
71

Lois Ruth Westerholm MA , March 2,

I8, I997 ·

Oak Grove School District in San Jose .

became a substitute teacher for Mt. Diablo

I998, in San Jose. Robert was born in St.

obtained her master's degree in counseling

Reclamation at the Interior Department,

schools and for the Diocese of Oakland

Louis, Mo., and was a I940 graduate of the

psychology from SCU. She was a member

where h e was director of the Office of Dam

to allow more time for her family . Ann went

United States Military Academy, West

of the Discovery Bay Yacht Club. Her hus -

Safety. He was also director of project

back to work full time at Saint Mary's

Point. He was a professor of military science

band, John; daughters Sandra Fritz and

analysis at the hydropower licensing office of

College, where she was a professor of edu-

at SCU from I96I to I968 and assistant

Susan Carson; sisters Anne Lindt and

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

cational studies . For IO years she super-

to the dean of the School of Business from

Jeannette VanArsdell; father , Melvin Drake;

Donald was a member of the American

vised student teachers , who became her

I970 to I978 . He was a resident of

and four grandchildren survive her.

Society of Civil Engineers. Survivors include

surrogate children and extended family .

M A GAZI N E /SU MMER
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6, I997 ,

She is survived by her parents ; sister, Judy
(Radovich) Mathews '83; brother-in-law,
Keith Mathews '74; and two nephews.

84

Cecil W. Solomon MS, April

25 , 1998 ,

in Palo Alto , Calif., of cancer. Cecil was
born in Nigeria and educated in England
before coming to SCU to earn his master's
degree in electrical engineering. H e
became a design engineer at Cermetek in
Sunnyvale and then \vith EG&G Reticon,
working 'vith computer modems. In 1985
he began working at Exar , where he eventually joined the consumer products group .

business in Japan , Korea, Taiwan , and other

SANTA
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Sanyo to use his graphic equalizer display

many stereo companies used the Exar chip

the market. He was passionate about his
work but saved time for his family and the
Catholic Church. He is survived by his

Walla Walla College in Washington and

and, later in his career, for the Bureau of

CLARA

Kathleen Radovich , Aug.

that it controlled almost roo percent of

She earned her undergraduate degree from
Col. Robert A. O'Brien, Jr. MBA , May I,

82

filter in their products. At one time so

Lois was a teacher for 34 years in the
Donald Starkey MS '71, Dec.

nephews Justin and Mike. His father, John,
preceded him in death .

electronics companies such as Sony and

He is survived by his wife, Jane; daughter,

Leadership Program at Saint Mary's College

Patricia; mother, Rosalie; sister, Irene; and

business accomplishment was persuading

classes that included women. She earned a

Donald participated in ROTC and football

Francisco. He is survived by his wife ,

Asian countries. His most significant

was part of one of the first graduating

at SCU, then served in the U.S. Army in

Boole & Babbage. He was a native of San

He spent much of his time developing

grandchildren; and one great-grandchild .
He was preceded in death by his parents, Ed

27 ,

after complications from a ruptured cyst.

general for the Wyoming Public Service

Stanley Mott-Smith MBA , March

John "Jack" Brown MBA , June

and former director of marketing at

College Preparatory. A businessman in

28, I998 ,

!2 , 1998

president of marketing at Unison Software

25, I998.

San Jose and graduated from Bellarmine

John (Dick) Smyth , March

80

Randall Taylor MBA , Feb .

I997, in Los Gatos, Calif. Jack was vice

at Point Venture Golf Course in Texas.

SANTA
1

Albert E. Feci, March

Fresno, Calif. Al was born and raised in

Lou Ann; son , William Jr . ; brother,
Robert; granddaughter, Alexandra Swan;

56

78

wife , Rolla; son, Christopher; daughter ,
Gabriella; mother, Hannah; father- and
mother-in-law, Frank and Ingrid; brothers
Ronald, Rudolph, and Anthony; and sister, Lydia.

r 9 9 8
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Class Notes I

INumni Calendar I
Date

Event Chair

Event

I Coming Attractions I
Phone

Theatre

Deborah (Fields) Rowan, March 2,

Call M<9•er Theatre Box Office (408-554-4015).

rgg8 , in Port Angeles , Wash . Debbie was

Reunions for the Classes of 1938,
1943,1948
Gianera Society Dinner

Alumni Offi ce

408-554-6800

classic Bertolt Brecht fable. Mayer Theatre,
Center of Performing Arts, 8 p.m.; except Nov.

Oct. 16 - President's Club Dinner for SCU Benefactors.

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

15, 2 p.m. Admission, $8-$12. Tickets go on

Call Karrie Grasser (408 - 554-4400).

11

Homecoming

She earned a combined sciences degree

12

Homecoming

from SCU and did postgraduate studies in

12
13

Washington, D.C.
SanJose

Day at Camden Yards
Vintage Santa Clara 'I:V

13
16
17
17
23
24
25
30

Spokane
Marin
Chicago
East Bay
Orange County
San Francisco
San Diego
Hawaii

New Student Summer Send-Off
Annual Dinner
SCU Update
Post-Work Social
Economic Forecast
Post-Work Social
GolfTournament & Dinner Dance
Board of Fellows Reception

her family to Boise , Idaho. She graduated
from Capital High School in Boise in I982.

education at San jose State University,
eventually earning a master 's degree in
social work from West Virginia University
in Igg6 . She devoted a year to teaching
English in japan. She worked in both
California and Washington as a teacher and
counselor and was hired as a hospital social

by Fred Tollini , S.J. A new translation of the

Brian MacDonald '90
Shawn a Muren '95
Tina Misthos '95
Joe Cooney '87
John Taddeucci '58
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Jim Bannan '82
Tim Madden '90
Sean Saadeh '95
Scott Nelson '89

sale Nov. 2 .

703-979-7281
408-977-4950
650-966-8847
509-922-3236
415-457-0831
408-554-6800
408-554-6800
714-759-8590
650-493-1131
619-488-9843
808-732-3672

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
Lectures during ongoing Seminar on Affirmative Action.

Call Miriam Schulman (408-554 -5116) or Philip Koin

Mike Dawson '89

Boston

781-455-8090

Call Denise Carmody (408-554 - 7829) or Marilyn

Santa Clara Update

10

born in Denver, Colo., and moved with

Nov. 13-21 -The Good Woman of Setzuan. Directed

Prophets: Community on Earth as in Heaven. "

Mayer Theatre Recital Hall , 7,30 p.m . Free.

Downey (408 - 554 - 4547) in the Religious

(408-554-4844) .

Studies Department.

Nov. 5 - Richard Wasserstrom, professor of

philosophy emeritus at UC-Santa Cruz .. Place TBA,
7 p.m. Free.

Nov. 2 - Northern California President's Golf
Tournament. Lunch, dinner, gifts , and prizes to

Art Exhibits
Unless otherwise noted, exhibits are free and in de Saisset

Dec. 3 - Orlando Patterson, John Cowles professor of
sociology at Harvard University. Place TBA, 7 p.m .

benefit scholarships for student-athletes

through the Bronco Bench Foundation. Lake

Museum. The museum is open Tuesd'!Y through Sund'!)', 11

Merced Country Club , Daly City , Calif.; 1 p.m .

a.m. - 4 p.m.; closed Mond'9'· Col/408-554-4528far

shotgun start. $275. Call408-554-6921.

Free.

Center for Science, Technology,
and Society

more information.

Nov. 11 - Grad Fair.

Sept. 26-Dec. 18 - Seyed Alavi: Canticles of Ecstasy.

students interested in SCU' s graduate programs,

An evening for prospective

Call Cat~ Volerga (408 -551-1785).
Oct. 12 - Colloquium. Benson Center, parlors D and

An interdisciplinary installation artist based in

including law, MBA, engineering, counseling

worker in Beaver, Pa. While in Pennsyl-

the Bay Area, Alavi, a native of Iran , will create

psychology and education, and pastoral min-

E, II,45 a.m.- 1 p.m. Free.

vania, she and her husband, Bruce, adopted

individual installations utilizing common, every-

istries. Benson Center California Fresh, 6-8

Oct. 26- Symposium. Adobe Lodge , 3-4,30 p.m.
Free.

a daughter , Anika. In Igg6 the family
moved to Port Angeles, where Debbie
served as a board member of the Pre-Three
Program. She was an active volunteer,
primarily in programs focusing on child
training. Debbie was also an avid traveler

4
5
7
8

9

Peninsula
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Denver
SanJose

Homecoming
Homecoming
Homecoming
Milwaukee
Sacramento
Peninsula
Phoenix
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland
Santa Cruz
Seattle
San Diego

Santa Clara Update
Mass & Family BBO
Santa Clara Sunday
SCU Update
Post-Work Social
Day at the Races
Post-Soccer Game Reception
Fall Luncheon
70 Minutes
Post-Soccer Game Reception

John Muth '85
414-352-9687
Mark & Patty Read '76
916-488-1221
Paul De Cunzo '86
650-968-1213
Scot Asher '87
602 -495-6487
Todd Rahimi '90
415-986-3711 x7244
Kathie Sitton '85
714-251-1100
503-248-0721
Dave Kalez '81
408-423-1030
Bob Semas '6 7
Jorge Sevilla '92
206-527-9443
619-455-1515
Jim Spain '7 4

long trip backpacking around the world.

ter; parents; sister, Stephanie Bentley ;
sister and brother-in-law, Diana Fields and
Todd Fisher; and brother , Steve Fields.

S A NTA

408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554-6800

Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Alumni Office

Alaska with her husband, as well as a year-

16
17
18
22
22
25
25
28
29
30

650-988-0584
Paul De Cunzo '86
Nick Fedeli '67 JD '72
408-255-6436
Janet Miller '69 MA '90
209-392-2204
Mike Vila '89
215-246-2462
Todd Rahimi '90
415-986-3711 x7244
Paul Newland '78
303-937-1000
408-554-6800
Alumni Office

FALL HOMECOMING & REUNIONS
Classes of 1953, 1963, 1973, 1983, 1993
Third Annual Brewers Festival
FALL REUNION BRUNCH

10/ 11 Homecoming

and spent a summer salmon-fishing in

She is survived by her husband and daugh-

SCU Update
First Friday Mass & Lunch
Ministry in the 21st Century
Post-Work Reception
Fall Luncheon
Santa Clara Update
Fall Homecoming GolfTournament

..
.

Maintaining Ties Betwee n Graduates

& th e Campus Sin ce 1881
~
Donohoe Alumni House
Sa nta Clara University
Santa Clara, CA 95053~9 9 8 0
Phone 408-554-68oo
Far 408- 554-2 155
<jkerr@scu . edu >

4
4
5
6

6
7
8

8/9
11
12
13
14

San Luis Obispo
Santa Rosa
East Bay
Portland
Santa Clara
Santa Claro
Son Francisco
Santa Clara
SanJose
Napa
CP&E
Stockton

President's Reception
Fall Luncheon
Fall Luncheon
Ethics Event
First Friday Mass & Lunch
Fall Retreat
Post-Soccer Game Reception
Sophomore Parent Weekend
70 Minutes
Post-Work Reception
Fall Event
Pre-Basketball Game Reception

Fred Donati '65
Steve McCullagh '72
Dan Burke '90
Rick Allen '80
Nick Fedeli '67 JD '72
Victor Valdez '84 MA '94
Mike Greenbaum '97
Alumni Office
Mark Bernal '91
Dennis Pedisich '74
Bill Lamb MA '88
Greg O'Leary '81

805-934-2213
707-523-3564
510-272-6222
503-226-1320
408-255-6436
408-554-6800
415-587-0579
408-554-6800
408-280-7111
707-252-8531
408-241-7624
209-476-2908

p.m. Free . Call the Division of Counseling
Psychology and Education (408-554-6801).

accessible to viewers from a variety of back-

Nov. 12- Public Interest Fair. Networking fair for law

grounds . Each artwork will serve as a metaphori-

school students and alumni with a variety of repre-

cal representation of a prayer .

sentatives from Bay Area public interest organiza-

Oct. 2-Dec. 11 - Passion and Compassion: A

tions . Benson Center Williman Room , 3-5 p.m .

Collaboration Between Photo and Dance. Showcasing

Free. Call Catherine Kogura (408-551-1888).

the visual outcome of a collaboration between

Sept. 9-12 - The Second Annual CyberSpaceCamp

Benson Center patio , $1~. Call Carol Sabatino

dance and art students. David Popalisl-y, dance

Conference. Sponsored by The Computer Law

(408 - 923-2289) .

program director, and Susan Felter, associate

Association and SCU's School of Law. The

professor of art , oversaw the project. See inside

Westin Hotel, Santa Clara , Calif., $750-$ 850 .

back cover.

Information and registration details on web site

~
~- .· ~· ~-

Nov. 9- Colloquium. Benson Center , parlors D

<http ,//www. cla. org/CyberSpace98Flyer .html>.

.

~

~.·

Sept. 16 and Oct. 27 - MBA Open House. A general
presentation of the program followed by questions ansvrered by MBA personnel and professors .

Sept. 19 - Student Orientation. Catala Club
information booth on campus. Call Pat

McElroy (408 - 867 - 8885) or Joan Stoelker
(408-725 - 1703).

Acknowledging former presidents of Catala
Club. Benson Center Willi man Room,

II

a .m.

$12 . Call Marge Valente (408 - 292-7556).

408 -554 - 5451.

Oct. 28 - Macy's Benefit Shopping Day. Buy your

Oct. 15 - Silicon Valley topics of interest. Buffet

benefit shopping tickets from a Catala Club

breakfast , $25 .

member and support Catala Club's endowed
Nov. 19 - Silicon Valley topics of interest. Buffet

scholarship funds . $10. Call Snookie Arolla

breakfast , $25 .

(408-243-2999).
Oct. 31 - Silent Auction Dinner Dance. San Jose

Law Admissions

Country Club. Call Cathy De Maria (408- 452-

All events are free. RSVP to 408-554-5048 or Nanette
Cannon (408-551-1846).

Special Events

Catala Club
Sept. 16 - Welcome Back Mass, Tea, and Social.

Oct. 21 - General Meeting and Luncheon.

Breakfast Briefings
EarJy morning forums sponsored lry the MBA Alumni

:

and E, II,45 a .m.-1 p.m . Free.

Mass , Mission Church, 2 p .m. Tea and social ,

Association are held at Adobe Lodge, 7,30-9 a.m. Call

CLARA UNI VE RSITY

.ALuMNI AssOCIATIO N

day materials . His pieces are visually inspiring
and conceptually engaging, while simultaneously

Sept. 24- Application Workshop. 5,30- 6,30 p . m.
Oct. 15- Application Workshop. 5,30-6,30 p.m.

5700) , Marge Valente (408-292-7556), or La
Rue Teilh (408-251-7259).
Nov. 18 - Memorial Mass, Meeting, and Luncheon.

Mass,

TO

a.m., luncheon , following J\ilass,

Benson Center Williman Room. $12. Call Marge

Nov. 21- Open House. IO a.m .-noon.

Valente (408-292-7556).

Refreshments provided. Adobe Lodge, 6 p.m.
Free. Call Susan Robles (408-554-4500).

We in vite all alumni, families, and fi"iends to participate in these events. Please note that this is a prelimi nary schedule. Call Donohoe Alumni House for confirmation and details. You mC!Ji make reservations
lry phone 408-554-68oo;ja.uj-08-554-2155; or e-mail <alumupdate@scuacc.scu.edu>.
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Sports Schedule

Oct. 4 - Santa Clara Lecture Series. Funded by

For SCU fall sportsschedules -soccer, voll9•ball, and

the Bannan Institute for jesuit Education and

the Religious Studies Department. Elizabeth

cross-country- contact the Department of Athletics at

A . Johnson will speak on "Friends of God and

408-554-4063 or <www.scu.edu/athletics>.
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Com ass1on

By Stephen Privett, S.J. , SCU Provost

een Photo and Dance

Never again

On

Wednesday, April29, as the casket of

In addition to its historical findings the

Auxiliary Bishop Juan Gerardi Conedera

report, Guatemala: Nunca Mas (" never again"),

was carried through the massive front

called for major changes to support the

doors of the Metropolitan Cathedral of

peace process. Recommendations ranged

Guatemala City, the gray skies yielded a soft

from economic and psychological restitu-

Photographer : Joanne Jaime ' 98
Dancers : Heidi Fang '98
and Brian Partido '99

drizzle that complemented the quiet tears

tion for victims' families to the revamping

of thousands of Guatemalans who over-

of the judicial system.

flowed from the church onto Plaza Mayor

In a fiery funeral homily , Bishop Ger-

and lined the route of the cortege. The

ardo Flores of Verapaz repeated the

bishop had been murdered at approxi-

Guatemalan Bishops Conference's asser-

mately 10 p.m. Sunday as he stepped from

tion that the murder was directly related to

his car to open the garage door. An

the role Bishop Gerardi played in coordi-

assailant struck him on the head with a block of concrete, then

nating the REMHI project, publicizing its findings , and

dragged him inside the garage , where he pulverized the bish-

endorsing its recommendations: "For this reason they killed ·

op's skull beyond all recognition.

him, crushing his skull and destroying his face." The mur-

The funeral liturgy began promptly at 10 a.m. with a pro-

derer left the bishop ' s ring, wallet, and running car

cession of hundreds of concelebrants. It took more than half

untouched, and witnesses saw him change into clean clothes

an hour for the white-robed clergy to make their way through

after the bloody attack - facts that strongly support this thesis

the crowds, into the cathedral, down the aisle past the open

and severely undermine early official efforts to classify the

casket, and into the sanctuary. As Archbishop Pr6spero

murder as a "common crime."

Penados del Barrio, flanked by the papal nuncio and the

The most moving and inspiring moment of the two-hour

president of the Guatemalan Bishops Conference, began the

liturgy came at the conclusion of the homily, when Bishop

funeral rites, he appeared almost numbed by the brutal mur-

Flores, in a booming bass voice, promised Guatemalans "that

der of his colleague. This impression was confirmed in my

the day will soon be here when the people will cry and sing
' Guatemala, Guatemala : nunca mas.'" The responsive applause

brief exchange with him several hours later.
The previous Friday, in the cathedral where he is now

echoed like thunder off the walls of the cathedral for a full 10

interred, Bishop Gerardi had presented the findings of the

minutes. I sensed that people shared the martyred bishop's

Recuperaci6n de la Memoria Hist6rica [REMHI] project that

belief, expressed the previous Friday, that REMHI's work to

he had directed and coordinated. REMHI was a Catholic

promote justice and peace is "a beautiful service of veneration

Church-sponsored effort to recover the historical memory of

for the martyrs and a dignification of the victims of destruc-

the victims of the worst repression during the 30-some years

tion and death."
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The forces of violence and repression never seem to learn

of armed conflict in Guatemala.
The investigation focused on the most egregious assassi-

that they cannot silence the message by killing the messen-

nations and massacres , which accounted for only a fraction of

gers. Guatemala: Nunca Mas will never again be simply the title

the total number killed during the conflict. The study took

of a report nor the challenge of a single bishop. It is now and

three years and involved 6oo investigators who used 15 Mayan

forever a pledge that comes from the bottom of the h eart

languages to speak with more than 6,500 witnesses. It identi-

of Guatemala.

fied by name and described the deaths of 55,000
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On view at the de Saisset Museum on the Santa Clara Universi!J campus
beginning Fridcry, October 2, through Fridcry, December

11 .

Hours:

Guatemalans, 75 percent of whom were Mayan. The report

Stephen A. Privett, S.J., attended Bishop Gerardi's funeral as part of a dele-

Tuesdcry through Sundcry,

indicted the Guatemalan army and its paramilitary spinoffs

gation from the Bay Area Catholic community sponsored by the SHAR€

Thanksgiving weekend (November 26 through 30), and December 5 and 6.

for 85 percent of those deaths.

Foundation.
SAN T A

CLARA

MACAZ I NE / SUM~·I E R

11

a.m . - 4 p.m . ; closed Mondcrys, the

from 4 to 6 p.m. on Fridcry, October 2. Cal/408-554-4528.
1 998
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1998
Sunday, the thirteenth o/ September
Tasting 1:30 till 5 o' cloch~
Stroll through the Mission Gardens while
listening to live music, enjoying fine wines, and sampling
specialty hors d' oeuvres from more than
fifty alumni-affiliated wineries and restaurants.
Twenty-five dollars per person in advance;
thirty dollars per person at the event.
Call Donohoe Alumni House, 408-554-6800, for details.

